




VISION
The most proactive, dynamic and 
sustainable Chicken Industry in Canada.  
Consumer Focused, Value Chain Driven.  

MISSION
Work with the Value Chain to optimize 
efficiency and delivery to consumers;

Engage stakeholders to gain their trust and 
confidence;

Strengthen our Social Licence; and 
Implement policy in a timely manner.  
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WHO WE ARE: 
The BC Chicken Marketing Board (BCCMB) monitors 
and regulates the production of chicken in British 
Columbia.  This includes all activities from the time the 
chick hatches until the chicken arrives at the processing 
plant.  This is done through reporting procedures 
established in the BCCMB General Orders.  Hatcheries, 
growers, transporters and processors are licensed by 
the Board on an annual basis.  Routine inspections 
and audits are performed on-farm by Board audit/
inspection staff members.

British Columbia has more than 300 chicken growers 
licenced by the Board.  All licenced growers hold quota or 
permit issued to them by the Board.  Growers produced 
a variety of chicken including free run and free range 
chicken, certified organic chicken and specific breeds 
such as the Silkie or Taiwanese chicken.  All growers 

are required to apply for a licence each calendar year 
and may be granted a licence if they continue to be in 
good standing with the Board.   All growers must follow 
a National On-Farm Food Safety Assurance Program 
(OFFSAP) and a National Animal Care Program (ACP) 
in conjunction with a Provincial Bio-security Program 
which ensures that BC chicken growers continue to 
produce a high quality, safe source of locally grown 
chicken for Canadian consumers.  

During the calendar year 2014, British Columbia’s 324 
chicken growers produced 219 million kilograms (live 
weight) of chicken (an increase of 2.63% from 2013).  
For the year 2014, BC produced 99.5% of its periodic 
production.  

During 2014 there were no changes to the makeup of 
the Board.  The 3 year term of elected Board member 
Mr. Derek Janzen will expire in March 2015. 

Left to right:  Greg Gauthier, Kerry Froese, Robin Smith, Alistair Johnston and Derek Janzen.  
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There were a number of changes to the BCCMB staff in 
2014.  Senior Inspector Brian Hoven retired January 31, 
2014 after 12 years of service with the BCCMB following 
a 35 year career with the RCMP.  On February 1, 2014 
Katie Lowe our Operations Coordinator returned full 
time after completing her maternity leave.  Newest 
staff member Kira Neu was promoted to the position of 
junior Inspector/Auditor on February 1, 2014.  Inspector/
Auditor Mona Granfors left the employment of the 
BCCMB on February 15, 2014 and was replaced by Jason 
Maarhuis on May 5, 2014.  Jason comes to the Board 
with a strong agricultural background and became a 
full time employee after completing his probationary 
period on August 5, 2014.  

The BCCMB is committed to the concept of principle 
based regulation and outcome based decision making.  
The BCCMB has fundamental principles and objectives it 
believes are important.  In order to respond to changing 
societal priorities and a changing and increasingly 
complex marketplace, the BCCMB has adopted a 
number of principles to guide its members within its 
national and provincial mandate and jurisdiction.  The 
priorities of the Board are outlined in the current five 
year strategic plan which has been shared with all 
industry stakeholders.  The BCCMB Strategic Plan can 
be accessed on our website.

The Board made a significant change to the 
structure of the office staff which is illustrated below: 
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STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT
The Board engages with direct industry participants, 
other regulated marketing agencies and other groups 
with interest in the BC chicken industry for input and 
feedback using a number of mechanisms.  

The Board continues to attend monthly meetings with 
the BC Chicken Growers’ Association (BCCGA) directors 
to provide and receive direct face to face feedback on 
emerging industry issues.  It allows for the Board to 
engage in consultation prior to managing change in 
the industry.  The Board continues to attend monthly 
or bi-monthly grower meetings in the three regions 
of the province (Lower Mainland, Vancouver Island 
and Interior Region), allowing the Board to gain better 

understanding of regional issues and the need for 
regional growth, interacting with growers on a regular 
and regional basis. In addition, the Board continues to 
hold one of its regular board meetings in the Interior 
and Island region, providing growers the opportunity to 
meet with the Board to discuss their concerns without 
having to travel to the Lower Mainland.  These meetings 
are generally held in conjunction with regional BCCGA 
meetings which are then attended by the entire Board.  

The Board meets with the processors collectively or 
individually as needed during Board meetings or 
with a subset of the Board at a time and place of the 
processors choosing to discuss items of mutual interest 
and concern.  Direct communication with processors 
occurs between Board members or Staff members prior 
to and as part of the national allocation setting process 
which occurs every 8 weeks. Communication also 
occurs through the various committees of the Board 
such as the Pricing and Production Advisory Committee 
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(PPAC) and the Specialty Markets Advisory Committee 
(SMAC) which are comprised of grower and processor 
representatives appointed by the BCCMB.  The Board 
receives written input from the SMAC and PPAC after 
every meeting in the form of draft minutes and/or 
letters from the respective independent Chairs.  When 
necessary briefing notes are prepared and circulated to 
the committees for advice and input, prior to the Board 
making a decision that will affect matters of pricing 
and/or production.  

The Board meets with the BC Broiler Hatching Egg 
Commission (BCBHEC) on a regular basis to discuss 
areas of mutual interest and concern.  Communication 
between the two closely linked commodities has been 
much improved in 2014 as compared to 2013 with 
several issues  being resolved.  The issue of updating 
the 1995 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
between the BCCMB and BCBHEC has been successfully 
completed on October 24, 2014.  The MOU outlines 
the individual roles and shared responsibilities for each 
commodity board to ensure orderly marketing of their 
respective products.  This was considered the first step 

in finalizing the components for inclusion in the latest 
linkage update.  The BCFIRB ordered Pricing Linkage 
between the two commodities was to undergo a full 
update in the fall of 2014 without resolution of some 
outstanding areas of contention.  An area of contention 
continues to be “grower premiums”, which the BCBHEC 
insist should be factored into linkage calculations.  The 
BCCMB has stated that it is unaware of the extent and 
scope of grower premiums and cannot consider its 
inclusion in the linkage, which is based on the posted 
live price of broiler chicken to determine the relative 
cost recovery of each commodity.  The linkage update 
was put on hold indefinitely pending the outcome of 
the Avian Influenza outbreak in the Fraser Valley.  

The Board communicates with all industry partners 
via the monthly BCCMB Update which is transmitted 
electronically to the vast majority.  Current and past 
Board reports can be accessed on the public side of the 
Board’s website – www.bcchicken.ca  Growers without 
internet access are provided the monthly Board update 
via fax or Canada Post.  
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PPAC REPORT - 2014:  
In response to the request of the Board to meet in 
person rather than via conference call, the PPAC met 
5 times as a committee in 2014, including the A-124 
pricing triggered the exceptional circumstances clause 
at the behest of the grower members of the PPAC.  The 
Board heard presentations from both sides of the PPAC 
and rendered its decision to not vary the posted live 
price in A-124.  

The committee worked together to have the Board 
present a document to BCFIRB respecting proposed 
exemptions to the new entrant grower program 
funding formula.  That presentation has been received 
by BCFIRB and they have come back with questions for 
clarification prior to rendering a decision.  It is the hope 
of the Board to have a response prepared in 2015.  

PPAC discussed in depth several issues:

�� The ban on category 1 antibiotics and its possible 
effects on poultry production in BC.  

�� Differential growth 

�� CFC Specialty Program with respect to base 
adjustments.

�� Reclassification of organic from specialty into 
mainstream and amendments to the General Orders.  

�� Avian Influenza related topics.

�� Linkage update being put on hold due to the AI 
outbreak in the Lower Mainland in December of 
2014.  

The subcommittee of the PPAC which was to discuss 
cycle lengths has not yet provided the PPAC with 
its report.  The BCCMB and BCBHEC had provided 
information to the sub-committee respecting cycle 
lengths and its impacts.  Hopefully this will reach the 
PPAC table in 2015.  

The committee will in 2015 have to discuss its 
membership with the reclassification of organic to 
mainstream chicken with a view to discussing pricing.  

The Board determined that its committees would be 
best served by having the same independent chair sit 
on both the PPAC and SMAC.  My term ends at the end of 
December 2014.  To facilitate the change in leadership, 
Ms. Karen Landon met several times with the PPAC and 
will take over the position in January of 2015.  

My thanks to the committee members, BCCMB and its  
staff for their assistance with the PPAC.  I have enjoyed 
by tenure as your PPAC chair since my introduction to 
the committee on March 11, 2008 during A-84 pricing 
discussions.  

Stuart Wilson
PPAC Chair 
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SPECIALITY CHICKEN ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE (SMAC) ANNUAL 
REPORT -- 2014
The SMAC met 5 times as a committee in 2014 to 
discuss issues including pricing and production.  The 
SMAC attended other informational meetings as 
requested by the Board to deal with issues of the day.  
The SMAC provided to the Board its recommendation 
on annualization for 2015, recommending that 
annualization of specialty quota should be permitted 
under strict conditions, including processor approval 
and pre-approved schedule for the year.  Further, SMAC 
recommended a grower not be able to produce more 
than 65% of their yearly allotments in the first or last 6 
months of the year.   

The makeup of the SMAC continued to change in 
2014 due in part to quota sales, processors expanding 
into the specialty market, and to organic chicken 
being moved from the specialty class of quota to the 
mainstream class of quota.  SMAC provided the Board 
with recommendations on membership.  I as Chair of the 
SMAC gave notice of my retirement from the position of 
Chair effective January 2015.  The Board appointed Ms. 
Karen Landon to the position and she attended several 
meeting prior to my departure.  

Again my thanks to the BCCMB for their support 
and acceptance of our recommendations and to the 
members of SMAC for their continued dedication and 
hard work over this past year.

Armour Green
SMAC Chair 
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DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH – NEW 
ALLOCATION AGREEMENT
In November of 2014 Chicken Farmers of Canada 
announced the signing of a new allocation agreement 
that encompasses differential growth.  

How did this come about?  In May of 2009 CFC, 
provincial commodity boards, industry stakeholders 
and provincial supervisory boards met and agreed 
upon a set of guiding principles to develop an allocation 
agreement for chicken that takes into account the 
principle of comparative advantage while enabling all 
provinces to share in future growth.  Since that time, CFC 
developed three different proposals through 2011 and 
2012 for consideration; none of which were deemed 
acceptable by all CFC directors.  

In 2012, a number of provincial proposals began to 
circulate and provincial Boards took the lead in trying 
to achieve agreement.  CFC facilitated the process and 
by September 2013, Provincial boards and CFC had 
agreed to set the allocations for A-121 to A-126 on the 
basis of an interim agreement.  The objective of the 
interim agreement was to provide certainty while a final 
agreement was being negotiated.  

In late 2013 and early 2014, CFC engaged the services of 
a professional mediator, which once again did not result 
in success, but moved the process forward significantly 
and subsequent Provincial board negotiations laid the 
framework for the agreement that was ultimately signed 
in November of 2014.  In July of 2014, an agreement in 
principle was reached and fully discussed at the CFC 
Board of Directors meeting in Banff.  The allocations 
for A-127 to A-129 have been set in accordance with 
that agreement in principle.  The agreement applies a 
differential growth formula to allocate future growth in 
national chicken production, summarized as follows:

�� 45% pro-rata 

�� 7.5% population growth 

�� 7.5% income based GDP growth 

�� 7.5% consumer price index (CPI - inverse, low 
inflation is better) 

�� 10% farm input price index – feed components 

�� 7.5% quota utilization 

�� 10 % further processing component 

�� 5% supply share (market share versus population 
share) 

We expect BC will outperform most provinces in 
the Further Processing, CPI and Quota Utilization 
components. Historically, BC will be average or above 
average in Population Growth and GDP.  In times of no 
growth, the formula does not apply.  BC will not lose 
any base, only a small reduction in the amount of 
future growth received.  

Throughout the process, CFC provided updates to 
FPCC, NAASA and held numerous open meetings 
where the various proposals have been shared and 
debated.  The BCCMB has made every effort and taken 
every opportunity to consult with western processors 
and BC stakeholders at every stage of the agreement.  
The BCCMB provided updates at all regularly scheduled 
meetings, and provided additional periodic updates 
whenever a new development occurred in discussions.  

On December 10, 2014 the Primary Poultry Processors 
Association of BC (PPPABC) filed an appeal with the 
BC Farm Industry Review Board (BCFIRB) stating they 
were aggrieved by the BCCMB’s decision to support 
the new allocation agreement and policy agreement in 
principle.  Further details can be found in the appeals 
section of the report.  

In November, CFC Directors supported using the MOU 
for the allocations for A-130 to A-132, while forging 
ahead with amendments to the Operating Agreement.  
With the signing by all 10 provincial boards and CFC of 
the MOU for a long term chicken allocation agreement, 
dated November 10, 2014, the first hurdle to a new 
allocation agreement has been achieved.  FPCC 
throughout this process has prior-approved allocations 
since A-121 using the interim agreement and since 
A-127 on the basis of the agreement in principle as we 
move to a new allocation system.  

In the New Year, CFC expects to complete the process 
of legally formalizing the agreement by amendments to 
the Operating Agreement.   
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AI CAPTIVE INSURANCE 
A joint Poultry Industry submission was made to BCFIRB 
on May 6, 2014 and again on June 9, 2014 in response to 
FIRB’s request for further clarification related to disease 
insurance for the poultry sectors.  FIRB has assessed the 
submissions received and assessed the legal and policy 
questions which arose from the matter.  FIRB in August 
2014 concluded that the high level of legal uncertainty 
and prospects of challenge is such that proceeding to 
implement mandatory poultry insurance in the absence 
of clear legal authority under the NPMA is not in the 
best interest of sound marketing policy.  FIRB remained 
unconvinced that mandatory insurance (an extra level 
of regulation) for the purposes of establishing and 
operating a captive insurance company to provide 
coverage for avian influenza contributed effectively 
and strategically to orderly marketing beyond the 
authorities and tools already in place.  

FIRB has directed the Boards to not exercise their 
regulatory authority under their schemes at this time 
for the purposes of supporting the proposed captive 
insurance company.  FIRB will require prior supervisory 
approval should one or more boards propose 
proceeding with a more limited regulatory solution.  
This step would require the solution being submitted 
to FIRB with accompanying rationale and further 
consultation.  The Poultry Boards will be meeting in the 
New Year to discuss possible next steps.  

2014 AVIAN INFLUENZA 
OUTBREAK IN THE FRASER 
VALLEY
On December 1, just as 2014 was coming to an end, a 
highly pathogenic strain of H5N2 Avian Influenza was 
found on a Breeder Farm and a Turkey Farm in the 
Fraser Valley.  The industry received notice of these 
two positives on the evening of December 1st and 
had their first Emergency Response Team meeting on 
the morning of December 2nd.  Industry immediately 
started working with the Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency (CFIA) and the BC Ministry of Agriculture 
(BCMA) in order to identify all farms within 3km of these 

two infected farms and control movement on and off 
the farms.  In the few weeks following the first two 
positives, nine more commercial farms and one back 
yard flock tested positive.  Seven broiler breeder flocks, 
three turkey flocks and one layer flock were affected.  
The backyard flock contained a variety of poultry and 
ducks.

CFIA set the Control Area on December 8, 2014.  This 
area represented the region of the province that lies 
south of Hwy 16 and included over 99% of quota 
holding poultry producers in BC.  Within in the Control 
Area, four zones were identified.

1. Security Zone – The area between the outer 
boundary of the Restricted Zone and the edge of the 
Control Area

2. Restricted Zone – The area between the  Infected 
Zone (3km) and the Security Zone

3. Infected Zone (3km)  - The area between the 
Infected Zone (1km) and the Restricted Zone

4. Infected Zone (1km) – The area surrounding the 
infected premise

All farms within the Infected Zone (1km) were baseline 
tested.  All farms within the Infected Zones and 
Restricted Zone were required to participate in Dead 
Bird Surveillance and Flock Health Reporting.  All farms 
within the Fraser Valley were required to heat treat their 
manure prior to shipping.

There were 17 broiler farms within 1km of an infected 
premise.  These farms were unable to restock their 
barns until the infected farm within 1km of them has 
completed the first stage of composting their birds 
and manure.  These farms either leased their upcoming 
production  out or found an alternate location to 
grow the product.  As of December 31, 2014 three 
of the infected premises had completed their initial 
composting phase, the eight remaining infected 
premises were at various stages of planning and 
building their compost piles.

The BC Poultry Industry Emergency Response Plan, 
Biosecurity Program and Premise ID Program were 
developed after the 2004 AI Event in order to help 
industry manage a disease outbreak should it re-
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occur as well as reduce the likelihood and severity 
of the occurrence.  The Emergency Response Plan 
and Emergency Operations Center training received 
by industry allowed industry to be more active in 
this outbreak and work with the CFIA and BCMA 
Joint Emergency Operations Center.  The Biosecurity 
Program has helped industry contain the virus to 
as few farms as possible.  The Premise ID Program 
helped CFIA and the BCMA manage the outbreak.  
Due to the above programs, at day 1 we were already 
weeks ahead of the same time in 2004 due to having 
all of the farms mapped and contact information in a 
format that was easily provided to CFIA.

There are still lessons to be learned and the BC Poultry 
Industry will continue to work with CFIA and BCMA to 
identify these lessons and work towards solutions.

The Board would like to thank all growers for 
implementing their enhanced biosecurity protocols 
and complying with the additional requirements from 
CFIA.  

AVIAN INFLUENZA – STRATEGIC 
COMMUNICATIONS
The Board worked very closely with the Emergency 
Response Team in regards to handling media calls and 
engaging in proactive communication.  In most cases, 
the consumer and public reaction to the 2014 avian 
influenza outbreak did not warrant any significant 
strategic proactive communication.  However, in mid-
December, BCCMB received some feedback from 
stakeholders that there was some disruption in the 
specialty chicken market and that a retailer had ceased 
purchasing product.  BCCMB staff verified a higher 
concern about food safety of BC poultry products 
amongst the Asian ethnic consumer.   Partnering with 
the BC Egg Marketing Board, the BC Turkey Marketing 
Board, and Chicken Farmers of Canada, BCCMB 
created an advertisement that appeared in five of the 
largest Chinese newspapers in Vancouver, collectively 
reaching over 795,000+ Chinese readers in BC every 
week.  Shortly after this ad appeared, the retailer began 
purchasing fresh BC grown speciality chicken again. 
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Community

By Grace Cheung, 
Special to The Post 

Stamps Landing 
offers some of 
the most beauti-
ful views in Van-

couver. Recently, I was 
lucky enough to be in-
vited to a media preview 
for the newest location of 
Mahony & Sons, which 
took over the old Monk 
McQueens location at 
Stamps Landing, located 
close to Granville Island. 
The downstairs bar is 

welcoming and features 
many whiskey choices 
and lots of beer on tap as 
well. This is the largest of 

the three Mahony & Sons 
locates, at about 10,000 
square feet. The upstairs 
bar also features a large 
variety of beers and spir-
its, and both floors seat 
150 inside and another 
300 on the patio. There 
are semi-private patios, 
a double-sided fireplace, 
banquettes and hightops 
to enjoy the sunset. 
Throughout the res-

taurant, there are hints 
of the Mahony family 
ancestry, including an 
homage to the broth-
er's great, great, great 
grandfather Barney, who 
bought and operated The 
Good Woman Pub in 

Australia in the 1870s. 
Besides the beautiful 

waterfront, what makes 
this location special is 
the Oyster Bar. Although 
most people think a crisp 
white wine with some 
oysters, the Mahony’s 
say that a pint of Guin-
ness is a good accompa-
niment too. 
During the media pre-

view, Executive Chef 
Paul Ngyuen presented 
us with four amazing 
courses, each showcas-
ing the wide variety of 
flavours on the menu. In 
addition to traditional 
Irish fare, you can also 
find items that truly re-
flect the cultural diver-
sity of Vancouver.
Up first was the Scallop 

and Beet Salad. It's very 
lightly dressed, which I 
loved, and tossed with 
some Arugula and Goat 
Cheese. The key to the 
success of this dish is 
the scallop, and it was 
perfectly seared. The 
beets were sweet and 

there were lots of them. 
Goat cheese is a classic 
pairing and this dish 
was a success overall.  
The highlight of the 
night for me was their 
Pacific Coast Chowder. 
The chowder was pleas-
antly light with hints of 
lemon and lots of sea-
food. The garlic-buttered 
crouton was perfect for 
dipping, but what really 
made the dish for me 
was the fresh seafood, 
which included Salt 
Spring Island mussels, 
chunks of salmon and 
cod, as well as prawns. 
For a heartier entree, we 
tried out the Lamb Dip. 
The sandwich was load-
ed with shaved lamb, 
and the fennel jam was 
very noticeable. The dip 
is natural au jus with 
hints of lemon. The pret-
zel bun is a nice touch 
too, giving the sand-
wich a pleasant twist. 
For something com-
pletely unexpected, we 
were served a Thai Pen-

ang Curry. The chicken 
was moist and tender, 
and the curry flavours 
were mild and comple-
mented the jasmine rice 

perfectly. I'm not an avid 
curry fan, but the pres-
ence of lemongrass, lime 
and chilies made this a 
winner for me. 

Mahony & Sons at Stamps Landing
GraceCheung604 Grace Cheung is a leading food blogger on Urban Spoon. 

Read more of her reviews at www.xmasbb.blogspot.ca.

Mahony & Sons
601 Stamps Landing, Vancouver
(604)876-0234

Take Note:
•	 The	patio(s)	are	breathtaking.
•	 Valet	is	only	$7.
•	 The	 Mahony	 Platter	 is	 great	 if	 you're	 with	 a	

group.

 » Poultry and eggs are safe to eat, as long as you use the same care with your 
poultry products as you always have.
 » This is an animal health issue, not a human health issue.
 » All poultry and egg farmers are working very hard with the Canadian Food Inspec-
tion Agency (CFIA) to contain and eradicate this outbreak.
 » Avian flu has never been passed on to humans as the result of eating properly 
cooked poultry or eggs.
 » Avian flu transfer to humans is rare and only happens when humans have close 
contact with live, infected birds.

Follow package directions and recipes carefully, keep your surfaces clean and use 
proper cooking times and a meat thermometer.

BC poultry farmers are your neighbours and need your support now 
more than ever.

For more information, visit bcchicken.ca/index.php/avian-influenza

Avian Influenza 
What You Need to Know

There is no evidence to 
suggest that the avian 
influenza virus can be 
transmitted to humans 
through the consump-
tion of food, notably 
poultry and eggs.”  
– Health Canada – Avian Influenza and Poultry

“

““

AI BC Ad.indd   1 2014-12-19   1:54 PM

BC poultry farm families are your neighbours and need your support 
now more than ever.

For more information, visit bcchicken.ca/index.php/avian-in� uenza
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perfectly. I'm not an avid 
curry fan, but the pres-
ence of lemongrass, lime 
and chilies made this a 
winner for me. 

Mahony & Sons at Stamps Landing
GraceCheung604 Grace Cheung is a leading food blogger on Urban Spoon. 

Read more of her reviews at www.xmasbb.blogspot.ca.

Mahony & Sons
601 Stamps Landing, Vancouver
(604)876-0234

Take Note:
•	 The	patio(s)	are	breathtaking.
•	 Valet	is	only	$7.
•	 The	 Mahony	 Platter	 is	 great	 if	 you're	 with	 a	

group.

 » Poultry and eggs are safe to eat, as long as you use the same care with your 
poultry products as you always have.
 » This is an animal health issue, not a human health issue.
 » All poultry and egg farmers are working very hard with the Canadian Food Inspec-
tion Agency (CFIA) to contain and eradicate this outbreak.
 » Avian flu has never been passed on to humans as the result of eating properly 
cooked poultry or eggs.
 » Avian flu transfer to humans is rare and only happens when humans have close 
contact with live, infected birds.

Follow package directions and recipes carefully, keep your surfaces clean and use 
proper cooking times and a meat thermometer.

BC poultry farmers are your neighbours and need your support now 
more than ever.

For more information, visit bcchicken.ca/index.php/avian-influenza

Avian Influenza 
What You Need to Know

There is no evidence to 
suggest that the avian 
influenza virus can be 
transmitted to humans 
through the consump-
tion of food, notably 
poultry and eggs.”  
– Health Canada – Avian Influenza and Poultry

“

““

AI BC Ad.indd   1 2014-12-19   1:54 PM

BC poultry farm families are your neighbours and need your support 
now more than ever.

For more information, visit bcchicken.ca/index.php/avian-in� uenza

請按照包裝說明及作法小心處理，保持工作臺表面的清潔，

確切注意烹調時間足夠及使用肉類溫度計確保食材熟度。

BC家禽養殖場的家庭身為您的鄰居，此時此刻比往常更需要您的支持。

欲了解更多相關訊息，請瀏覽網站：

bcchicken.ca/index.php/avian-influenza

禽流感重要須知 

現無證據顯示

禽流感病毒

會透過食品消費，

直接傳染至人類，

特別是

家禽和蛋類。 

–加拿大衛生部–禽流感及家禽

“

“

» 您只要依照以往的方式正常烹調食材，家禽和蛋類是可安心食用的。

» 禽流感是一件有關動物，而非人類本身的健康問題。

» 所有家禽和蛋類的農民正很努力地與加拿大食品檢驗局（CFIA）合作，

　一同遏制與根除這一疫情。

» 經由正確烹煮家禽或蛋類而食用後傳遞給人類的禽流感案例，從未發生。

» 禽流感轉移到人類身上是較罕見的，

　只有與受感染禽類有密切接觸的人類才有可能發生。
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APPEALS & LEGAL ACTIONS
As mentioned previously under Differential Growth 
section of the report, the Primary Poultry Processors 
Association of BC is appealing the decision of the 
Board to sign the MOU at Chicken Farmers of Canada 
respecting the Long Term Allocation Agreement.  
Processors in Manitoba and Saskatchewan have also 
filed appeals in their respective provinces.  To date no 
prehearing conference has been scheduled.  

Oranya II Holdings Inc & Thomas Reid Farms have 
appealed the changes to specialty quota and organic 
production contained in the April 8, 2014 Notice to 
Industry Stakeholders.  The applicants appeal included 
an application for a stay of the Chicken Board’s April 14, 
2014 decision.  On August 21, 2014 the BCFIRB panel 
ruled on the stay application in favor of the BCCMB and 
the application was dismissed.  After consultation with 
the organic industry on August 21, 2014; the Board on 
September 11, 2014 voted to reinstate a minimum live 
price for organic chicken.  Arising from this decision, 
the parties agreed to adjourn the hearing of the appeal 
until the Board makes a decision on the new COP 
for organic chicken.  BCFIRB on September 22, 2014 
ruled that the appeal was to be adjourned generally.  
Consequently, the appeal dates of October 6, 7, and 8 
were cancelled.  The parties may request a pre-hearing 
conference no earlier than 30 days following the date of 
the Board’s decision on the new COP or December 29, 
2014 (whichever is sooner). 

The Rainbow Poultry et al appeal to BCFIRB regarding 
the funding of activities of the BCCGA by the BCCMB was 
heard in November 2012 and a decision was rendered 
in December 2013.  The outcome of the decision 
was that the BCCGA would be required to provide 
justification and documentation to demonstrate 
how each activity or category of expenditure fits 
within the statutory framework  and is consistent with 
sound marketing policy.  Prior to being considered 
or approved by the BCCMB, the BCCGA draft budget 
and supporting documents must be sufficiently 
detailed to allow the Board to know what activities 
or categories of expenditure the BCCGA proposes as 
well as the estimated expense in each case, the basis 
for the estimate, and an explanation of how those 
activities and expenditures relate to the purposes of 

the Scheme and sound marketing policy.  To that end 
the BCCMB Finance/Audit committee has met with the 
BCCGA several time to discuss this matter with a view to 
compliance with the direction of the BCFIRB panel.  

You will notice that several new reports from the BCCGA 
are included the BCCMB Annual Report.  

These reports are: 

�� Proposed budget for 2015 including a condensed 
version with pie chart.

�� A comprehensive summary (Funding and Uses 
Report) of the BCCGA’s activities.  This report will lack 
the comparison to last year (2013) but the comparison 
will be in the 2015 version.  

In May of 2014 the BCCGA provided the Board with 
a comprehensive analysis and rationale for its 2014 
budget as it related to its current Strategic Plan and the 
BC Chicken Marketing Scheme.  The analysis provided a 
history of the BCCGA, its role, stakeholder engagement, 
funding, fiscal management, organizational governance 
controls that are in place, current training program and 
strategic planning. (This report will not be included in 
the annual report.)

Farmcrest Foods appealed the Boards decision to 
eliminate assurance of supply to the processors that are 
still under the program as of July 1, 2016.  The appeal 
was withdrawn on June 20, 2014.  

The BCCMB is continuing its legal action to recover any 
available funds from Fairline Development Canada 
(1992) Ltd arising from a failure to pay four growers who 
supplied live chicken to their processing plant.  Fairline 
Development Canada (1992) Ltd had their processor 
licence suspended by the Board on May 3rd, 2013 
for failure to pay growers for their birds in a manner 
consistent with the General Orders.  On May 24th, 2013 
the Board issued notice to Fairline Development that 
their licence to purchase and process the regulated 
product issued under Part 5 of the BCCMB General 
Orders and their processor assurance of supply 
had been cancelled for failing to meet a number of 
conditions imposed by the Board in order to prevent 
permanent cancellation of their licence.  The Board 
worked with the affected growers and other processors 
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to find homes for the birds in the barns that had been 
placed by Fairline.  The Board called in the letter of credit 
for Fairline in the amount of $75,000.  The Board, after 
a completion of an audit by CFC on Fairline’s records, 
determined to distribute the funds from the letter of 
credit to the affected growers. 

On August 16, 2013 the Board issued cheques to the 
four former Fairline growers on a pro rata basis from the 
irrevocable letter of credit.  The Board, after receiving a 
recommendation from the BCCGA, offered four former 
Fairline growers a measure of compensation for lost 
revenue as a result of default of payment by Fairline in 
exchange for agreement for purchase and assignment 
of debt.  The growers assigned their claim against Fairline 
to the Board giving the BCCMB the option to prosecute.  
The growers agreed to cooperate with the Board in 
pursuing recovery of the claim, and released the Board 
from any liability relating to Fairline’s indebtedness.  The 
Board in 2014 continued its legal action against Fairline 
to recover any available funds from Fairline.  A trial date 
has been set for February 2015 at BC Supreme Court in 
Vancouver.  

The formula determining the level of compensation 
includes: 
�� Feed and chick costs according to the Serecon COP 

for kilograms they were not paid for based on records 
provided to the BCCMB and audited by CFC.

�� The formula will take into account monies already 
paid out to the growers from:

�� Fairline.

�� The letter of credit issued by Fairline in the name of 
the BCCMB.

�� Any monies owed to the Board respecting AoS leases 
which were not deposited or collected by the Board 
for the periods and shipments in question.  

If any funds are recovered from Fairline by the Board in 
excess of the amount paid to the four Fairline growers, 
the Board would use those funds to first pay legal 
expenses in pursuing recovery from Fairline with any 
remaining excess funds recovered being paid to the 
four growers on a pro-rata basis.  

Full decisions can be found at the BCCMB website 
at www.bcchicken.ca under “Industry Resources, 
Publications”.  

CFC SPECIALTY PRODUCTION 
POLICY
The CFC Specialty Production Policy and the related 
regulations were approved by CFC Directors in 
November 2013 with the objective of setting the first 
allocation in early 2014.  Under the CFC policy, specialty 
chicken is defined as Taiwanese style chicken or Silkies 
only.  The goal was for the provincial chicken boards to 
submit their initial requests at the January CFC Board 
of Directors meeting with the allocation being set at 
the subsequent CFC Board of Directors meeting in 
March.  The implementation was postponed by one 
period, to allow time for Farm Products Council of 
Canada to consider the prior approval of the regulatory 
changes at their upcoming meeting.  Further, it 
allowed CFC to prepare clear procedures to provide 
for smooth implementation of the policy, and also 
allow provincial boards additional time to develop and 
implement provincial specialty production policies.  
The first specialty allocation under the new policy was 
implemented for quota period A-126.  

The CFC Board of Directors have approved an 
adjustment to BC’s base that was required to offset the 
additional base that was provided to BC in 2002 to bring 
specialty and permit production into the regulated 
marketing system at that time.  Given CFC’s decision 
to implement a CFC Specialty Production Policy (SPP), 
a portion of the base provided to BC for specialty 
production needed to be removed from BC’s present 
base allocation.  That amount has been calculated as 
2,435,100 kg eviscerated for 6 periods or 405,850 kg/
cycle for 6 cycles and is equivalent to the kilograms of 
TC and Silkie chicken that was being produced in 2002 
plus a factor for industry growth that has occurred from 
2002 until the present time. This adjustment will occur 
for periods A-127 to A-132 inclusive.  For reference, BC’s 
specialty request to CFC for period A-127 will be 820,793 
kilograms eviscerated weight.  The BC specialty chicken 
sector will have the opportunity to grow beyond 
current levels without further impact to the mainstream 
growers and processors.  The agreement reached with 
CFC to adjust BC’s base allocation to accommodate the 
specialty program will result in an immediate return of 
approximately 2 million kilograms of allocation per year 
to mainstream growers and processors.
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As leaders in the Canadian specialty chicken sector, 
BC chicken growers and processors appreciate and 
acknowledge all of the work done by the CFC Directors 
and staff that has made the CFC Specialty Production 
Policy a reality. The growth in the specialty chicken sector 
will no longer be at the expense of the mainstream 
hatching egg producers, hatcheries, chicken growers 
and processors.  

Processors will be able to request an amount of 
specialty to be grown for the 8 week quota period in 
question that is required by the market.  The aggregate 
number will be submitted to CFC each period separate 
and apart from our domestic allocation request.  This is 
similar to the method by which Market Development 
allocation is requested.

The BC specialty chicken sector will have the 
opportunity to grow beyond current levels without 
further impact to the mainstream growers and 
processors.

An agreement reached with CFC to adjust BC’s base 
allocation to accommodate the specialty program 
will result in an immediate return of approximately 
2 million kilograms of allocation per year to 
mainstream growers and processors.  

ELECTION RULES
As required by BCFIRB, the Board is required to review 
its “Rules and Procedures for Election to Members of 
the British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board” every 
3 years.  Having no election in 2014, the Board notified 
BCFIRB, COMB and the BCCGA that it was going to 
establish an Election Committee in April of 2013.  The 
committee was comprised of 2 Board members, 
2 BCCGA members and BCCMB staff to discuss a 
proposed change from in-person only voting to on-
line or mail in voting.  COMB provided the committee 
with a detailed written presentation on options for 
online voting, and also provided assurance from other 
commodity boards that the process is cost effective, 
has ease of use and built in integrity.  The BCCGA in July 
of 2013 provided a recommendation that the Board 
proceed with an online voting system.  Staff was then 
tasked by the election committee with drafting the 
new rules and procedures with the assistance of COMB.  

Draft election rules were discussed with BCFIRB staff to 
amend areas of concern.   The new rules and procedures 
were put before the Board in February 2014, and were 
conditionally approved by FIRB in April 2014 and full 
approval was received in May 2014. 

For the first time, the BCCMB will vote by mail-in ballot 
or on-line, with the results being revealed at the 2015 
BCCGA AGM.  The 2015 Grower Licence application 
(Form BC104) was amended to reflect the new reality of 
voting on-line or by mail-in ballot doing away with the 
traditional in-person voting.  The Rules and Procedures 
for Election of Members of the British Columbia Chicken 
Marketing Board can be found on the Board’s website 
at www.bcchicken.ca  Just look under the “Industry 
Resources”  tab and select  “Industry News”.  

PRODUCTION TOLERANCE 
SLEEVES
In periods A-125 and A-126 the industry experienced 
higher than normal under production due to a variety 
of circumstances.  The Board sought advice from 
the BCCGA and PPPABC on the option of temporary 
extension of the underproduction tolerance until this 
problem had been resolved or stabilized.  The PPPABC 
had no opinion on the matter other than to advise that 
adjusting the undermarketing tolerance would require 
an equal adjustment to the overmarketing sleeve.  The 
advice of the BCCGA directors was to make no change 
to the 6% over and under tolerance sleeves at this time.  

The decision of the Board was to maintain the over and 
under marketing sleeves as specified in Parts 26 and 27 
of the August 26, 2011 General Orders.  

GROWER SURVEY 
As part of its Strategic Plan and in order to quantify and 
respond to stakeholder expectations and engagement, 
the Board undertook a grower satisfaction survey.  The 
survey, conducted by COMB on behalf of the Board will 
be repeated annually going forward.  The survey covered 
grower satisfaction with the Board and staff in areas like 
information and communication, accomplishments 
and issues, suggestions to strengthen industry, policies 
and operations.    
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Growers were most satisfied in survey responses 
regarding Board communications, but showed less 
satisfaction in answers regarding the Board’s policies.  
Staff prepared a detailed analysis of the survey which 
will be an important benchmark of the Board’s services 
going forward.  The results of the evaluation have 
been shared with the directors of the BCCGA and can 
be found on the BCCMB website (http://bcchicken.ca/
index.php/industry-evaluation-report/). 

The Board and staff wish to thank the 148 growers who 
participated in the on line survey. 

PROPOSED EXEMPTIONS 
FOR QUOTA TRANSFER 
ASSESSMENTS USED TO FUND 
NEG PROGRAM 
The BC Chicken Marketing Board during 2014 sent 
a request to the BC Farm Industry Review Board 
regarding a proposed change to the allowed 
exemptions for transfer assessments used to fund the 
New Entrant Program for Growers. The request arose 
from the PPAC which formed a committee to examine 
the policy considerations surrounding exemptions to 
the NEG policy which impacted the methodology for 
calculating the number of new entrant growers to be 
started up each year.  The PPAC examined the policy 
considerations surrounding exemptions for the NEG 
program and concluded that a change in policy was 
needed to help protect historical production-based 
investments and maximize system efficiencies.   The 
formal request and the supporting discussion paper 
can be found on the BCCMB website under “Industry 
News”.

At the end of October 2014, FIRB informed the Board 
by way of letter that it required clarification on several 
issues before it makes its decision.  The PPAC met 
in December and asked that the Board continue its 
work on this file and instruct staff to respond to FIRB’s 
questions.  The consensus of the Board was for staff to 
continue its work and provide the required clarification 
to FIRB in 2015.  

ORGANIC CHICKEN 
RECLASSIFICATION SURVEY 
RESULTS
The Board conducted a survey to obtain stakeholder 
input on the reclassification of Organic Chicken and 
Redbro Chicken from the specialty to the mainstream 
category in order to make BC’s specialty program 
consistent with the CFC specialty program.  The survey 
was sent to all growers, hatcheries and processors on 
February 21, 2014 with reminder emails on March 10 
and March 17 for those that had not yet responded.

The Board received 91 responses, giving us a 35% 
response rate.  Responses were received from 
growers, both specialty and mainstream, as well as 
processors and hatcheries.  70% of the respondents 
were in favor of the change and 77% of respondents 
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felt that a grandfathering period to July 1, 2016 was 
an appropriate amount of time.  The most often cited 
reason for favoring the change was that organic chicken 
displaces mainstream chicken in the marketplace.

On April 11, 2014 the Board sent a communique 
to industry announcing its decision to reclassify 
certified organic into mainstream quota and made the 
appropriate changes to the General Orders which were 
circulated to industry.  

• Should organic chicken (currently classified as Specialty quota) be reclassified as Mainstream Quota?

• Should organic chicken be classified as its own category?

• Is grandfather status to the date of July 1, 2016 a sufficient amount of time?

5769%

2631%

YES 2429%

NO 6071%

YES 5977%

NO 1823%

YES
NO
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COMMODITY 
& SYSTEM 
MANAGEMENT
PRICING (MAINSTREAM)
Mainstream chicken pricing is done using a BCFIRB 
ordered formula every 8-week period.  The formula 
is based on the weighted averages of Ontario, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba plus a 
differential of 4.35 cents (unless otherwise agreed 
to the by PPAC).  The General Orders contain the 
formula and provide for rules allowing the Board to 
vary the price for exceptional circumstances.  Below 
is the pricing across Canada for the year 2014.  

2014 MAINSTREAM LIVE PRICE
See Figure 1 Below

Mainstream Posted Live Price ($/kg live weight)
Province A-122 A-123 A-124 A-125 A-126 A-127 A-128 Difference

(Jan - Dec)

BC 1.6284 1.6521 1.7001 1.7142 1.6580 1.6840 1.6360 0.0076

Alberta 1.6060 1.6275 1.6755 1.6895 1.6335 1.6595 1.6115 0.0055

Saskatchewan 1.5945 1.6213 1.6695 1.6839 1.6255 1.6512 1.6030 0.0085

Manitoba 1.5883 1.6123 1.6603 1.6743 1.6183 1.6443 1.5965 0.0082

Ontario 1.5700 1.5940 1.6420 1.6560 1.6000 1.6260 1.5780 0.0080

Quebec 1.5700 1.5940 1.6420 1.6560 1.6000 1.6260 1.5780 0.0080

NB 1.6350 1.6590 1.7070 1.7210 1.6650 1.6910 1.6430 0.0080

NS 1.6350 1.6590 1.7070 1.7210 1.6650 1.6910 1.6430 0.0080

Average 1.6034 1.6274 1.6754 1.6895 1.6332 1.6591 1.6111 0.0077

ORGANIC PRICING
As per the Board notice to industry dated April 11, 2014 
respecting organic reclassification to the mainstream – 
the Board will not be setting a separate minimum live 
price for organic chicken for period A-126.  However 
after that time, the organic industry comprised of both 
growers and processor approached the Board with a 
view to reinstating a COP for negotiation purposes to 
assist in setting the organic live price.  

It was the intention of the Board to have the surveys 
completed by the end of November, when another 
meeting of the organic industry would review the 
results.   BCFIRB was notified on December 17, 2014 
that it had become apparent that the Board would not 
be in the position to set a differentiated organic live 
price for A-128.  Serecon has been unable to determine 
a new COP due to concerns about potential gaps in 
the data collected, and while continuing to study data 
previously collected could not meet with growers due 
to the AI outbreak of December 2014.  The process is 
on hold pending resolution of the current AI outbreak.  

Figure 1
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The Board is hopeful that Serecon will be in a position 
to provide a revised COP in the coming weeks and that 
the Board may be in a position to set a differentiated live 
price for organic chicken for the A-129 period.  

PRICING (SPECIALTY) 
16 WEEKS/SERECON COP
Pricing for Specialty chicken includes Taiwanese 
chicken and Silkie chicken only after the reclassification 
of certified Organic chicken and Redbro chicken to the 
mainstream sector in A-126.  

Specialty pricing is negotiated at the SMAC.  The price 
is set for 2 8-week quota periods at a time commencing 
every odd period (i.e. A-115, A-117 etc.), based on a 
Cost of Production (COP) which is updated for changes 
in feed and chick prices every 2nd period.  This is due 
to the length of cycle for raising specialty chicken.  A 
separate COP is done for TC and Silkie chicken.  Below is 
2014’s prices as negotiated at the SMAC.  

2014 SPECIALTY PRICES $/KG 
LIVE WEIGHT
See Figure 2 Below

Pricing for Specialty Chicken   (kilograms live weight)
TC

Period Category 1
up to 82
days of age

Category 2
83 to 110
days of age

Category 3
over 110
days of age

Organic Silkie

A-122  $2.9502  $3.1712  $3.3876  $4.0700  $4.2600 

A-123  $2.7902  $3.0052  $3.1996  $4.2400  $4.0900 

A-124  $2.7902  $3.0052  $3.1996  $4.2400  $4.0900 

A-125  $2.9182  $3.1372  $3.3496  $4.1600  $4.2300 

A-126  $2.9182  $3.1372  $3.3496 *NA  $4.2300 

A-127  $2.8062  $3.0232  $3.2270 *NA  $4.1300 

Figure 2

* organic price reclassified as Mainstream
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board 
Operating Budget 2015
Revenue

Levies 3,971,000

Licenses 7,500

Domestic Lease Fees 60,000

Other 50,700

Total Revenue 4,089,200

Expenses

Audit, Legal, Consulting 205,000

BCCGA operating grant 438,205

Board Member Expenses 430,000

CFC levy 1,107,700

Rent 116,132

Salaries and benefits 931,500

Operations 768,500

Total Expenses 3,997,037

Surplus (Deficit) before other items 92,163

Depreciation (non cash expense) -10,000

Reserve Interest 58,000

Net Surplus (Deficit) 140,163

LEVIES
Levy collection is done as per the General Orders.  
Processors collect levies from growers and remit them 
to the Board.  Self-marketers remit levies directly to 
the Board.  Levies are used to fund Board activities and 
operations as per the BC Chicken Scheme (1961).  

Levy distribution is as per the 2015 Operating Budget 
(Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6), illustrating the percentage of levies 
used on various budget items.  

BCCMB OPERATING BUDGET 2015

Audit, Legal, Consulting

BCCGA Operating Grant

Board Member Expenses

Salaries & Benefits

CFC Levy

Rent

5%

11%

11%

28%

3%

23%

Operations
19%

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Levy Rates (cents/kg)
Province Provincial 

Levy
CFC 
Levy

Total
levy

BC 1.16 0.53 1.69

Alberta 1.07 0.53 1.60

Saskatchewan 1.41 0.53 1.94

Manitoba 1.50 0.53 2.03

Ontario 1.60 0.53 2.13

Quebec 1.53 0.53 2.06

NB 0.56 0.53 1.09

NS 0.86 0.53 1.39

PEI 1.00 0.53 1.53

NFLD 1.06 0.53 1.59

Source:  CFC effective May 18 to December 28, 2014
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FISCAL MANAGEMENT
The Board has a BCCMB Board Policy Manual, which is 
updated on an “as needed”  basis.  It contains information 
such as BCCMB Financial Controls and Procedures, 
covering a wide range of topics such as cheque 
issuance and signing authority; monthly board financial 
statements; board operating and capital budgets; petty 
cash control; board remuneration policy; travel and  
expense policy; and insurance policies.  The BCCMB 
Financial Controls were last amended on October 29, 
2013.  The newly updated policies are circulated to 
Board members for inclusion in their policy manual.  

The Board has as its external auditor MNP,  an 
independent firm of Chartered Accountants, which 
is appointed by the members to audit the BCCMB 
financial statements and report directly to them.  The 
external auditors have full and free access to, and meet 
periodically and separately with, the finance committee, 
the entire Board and management to discuss their audit 
findings.  MNP also presents the audited year-end 
financial statements to the chicken growers at a meeting 
in May or June and answers questions regarding the 
statements.  

MNP provides the Board with a management letter 
upon the completion of the year end audit which 
identifies any matters that may be of interest to 
management in discharging its responsibilities.  The 

letter also notes whether the suggestions presented in 
the management letter were addressed from the prior 
year.  

The BCCMB General Orders require that a request for 
proposals (RFP) for audit services is circulated every five 
years.  This process is intended to keep these services 
current and effective.  The current five year cycle will be  
completed in 2018;  MNP being selected as the Boards 
external auditor until the end of 2018.  

CANCELLATION OF A GROWERS 
LICENCE
On January 27, 2014 the Board took the unprecedented 
step to cancel a grower’s licence to grow the regulated 
product, citing ongoing management practices 
related to program compliance and animal welfare 
issues.  The farm in question had a long history of 
ongoing continued animal care issues even after 
continued constant monitoring by BCCMB Inspection/
Auditing staff and hatchery representatives as well as 
completion of further educational programs required 
by the Board.  The Board took this step after discussion 
with the BCCGA who strongly supported the decision 
of the Board.  The grower responded by informing the 
Board of his intention to divest himself his quota and 
exit the industry.  A letter was circulated to all provincial 
commodity Boards and BCFIRB informing them of the 

Sales Growth of "GROWN IN BC"
Chicken in Millions of Kilograms (Evisc Wt.)

1986

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2005

2008 2011

1983

2004*

37,791,890 kg

49,435,000 kg

62,730,000 kg

74,356,000 kg

100,233,058 kg

117,669,877 kg

141,059,793 kg

120,464,614 kg

154,374,498 kg

157,383,944 kg 155,079,027 kg

2014
160,944,862 kg

*(avian in�uenza)

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Region Type   # kgs Balance
103,580

Lower Mainland Mainstream  307 103,273

Interior Mainstream 11,189 92,084

Interior Mainstream 11,189 80,895

Interior Mainstream 11,189 69,706

Interior Mainstream 11,189 58,517

Interior Mainstream 11,189 47,328

Interior Mainstream 11,189 36,139

Interior Mainstream 11,189 24,950

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2015
Using the methodology contained in Part 49 New 
Entrant Program for Growers of the General Orders 
the BCCMB has determined the available kilograms of 
quota for distribution to qualifying new entrant and 
deemed new entrant growers in 2015 as follows: 

�� 87,069 kilograms = 5% of quota transfers based on 
a 3 year rolling average.

�� + 232 kilograms = quota retracted by the BCCMB 
under Part 35 Quota Transfer Assessment of the 
General Orders.

�� = 87,301 kilograms available in 2015.

The BCCMB remains committed in 2015 to its new 

actions of the Board and providing the SAFETI analysis 
in support of the Board’s decision. 

COMMITTEES – CHANGES TO 
SMAC AND PPAC CHAIRS
The Board was pleased to announce the appointment 
of Ms. Karen Landon to the position of joint chair of 
the Price and Production Advisory Committee (PPAC) 
and the Specialty Markets Advisory Committee (SMAC) 
effective January 1, 2015.  In the past these committees 
have had separate chairs, but the Board felt that a 
common chair would provide some continuity to 
common issues faced by both the mainstream and 
specialty sectors.  Ms. Landon comes with many years 
of experience in the agricultural banking sector and has 
a keen interest in agriculture having served as President 
of the Abbotsford Chamber of Commerce and as a 
current member of the 4H Foundation.  Many growers 
will know Karen from her years as a commercial banker 
in the Fraser Valley as well as from her attendance at 
many grower meetings over the past number of years.  
We look forward to Karen’s leadership and contribution 
to these important committees.

The Board and Board staff wish to thank Mr. Stuart  
Wilson and Mr. Armour Green for their vision and 
leadership of the PPAC and SMAC over the past 
seven years; much has been accomplished by these 
committees for the benefit of growers, processors, 
and consumers.  Armour and Stuart have both agreed 
to remain until the end of the year and to assist in 
the transition to a joint chair.  We wish both of these 
gentlemen the best in their future endeavors.

NEW QUOTA ISSUANCES TO 
GROWERS IN 2014
Following is an update of activities related to the 
seventh full year of New Entrant Grower Program 
quota issuances under Part 49 New Entrant Program for 
Growers of the August 26, 2011 General Orders.  

Under the methodology contained in Schedule 9 
(Part 49) (Section 49.21) and retracted under Part 
35 Quota Transfer Assessment the Board deemed a 

total of 103,580 kilograms of quota to be available for 
distribution to qualifying new and deemed new entrant 
growers in 2014. Distribution of the available quota was 
as shown in Figure 7.

Seven new entrant growers were invited to begin 
operations in the Interior region in 2014.  This reflects 
the need of the small processor in the region and will 
eliminate the need for assurance of supply to the 
last remaining processor in the province under this 
program.  The number of 11,189 kilograms issued 
to each of these growers is consistent with the entry 
level for new entrants which was increased from 7,716 
kilograms per period in 2013.
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�� The Board rescinded the new entrant program for 
processors effective July 1, 2016.  All new processors 
irrespective of processing capacity must participate 
in the open signup process to secure chicken on/after 
July 1, 2016.  

�� The orders have been amended to allow 
annualization of quota, at the discretion of the 
Board, for self-marketers who produce on a seasonal 
basis.  All other growers effective A-128 irrespective of 
quota class will be on period by period compliance.  
Extended cycle lengths tailored to the needs of each 
processor and grower will provide the flexibility 
required to address the needs of the various markets.  
The Board subsequently revisited this decision at the 
urging of all stakeholders and reinstated the option 
of annualization at the discretion of the Board under 
certain conditions and with stricter guidelines.  A 
prescribed form must be filled out in advance and 
include the signature of both grower and processor 
detailing the years production schedule, which may 
not have more than 65% of the annual production 
in the first or last six months of the year.  Mainstream 
quota can only be annualized for self-marketers and 
those who grow chicken on a seasonal basis.  New 
Entrant Growers were allowed to be annualized under 
the same conditions as other growers, with the same 
conditions and restrictions.  

�� New entrants being issued quota after May 20, 2014 
may be restricted to the processor signing their 
business plan for a period of time longer than 3 years. 
New Entrant growers issued quota prior to May 20, 
2014 are restricted only for a 3 year term.  

�� The entry level for new entrants was increased from 
7,716 kg/8 week cycle to 11,189 kg/8-week cycle 
effective May 20, 2014.  

�� The option of transfer to a direct family member 
after completing one or two cycles of production 
was closed by the Board.  New entrants receiving new 
entrant quota from the Board after May 20, 2014 will 
not be permitted to transfer their quota for 5 years 
from the date the quota is issued by the Board.  

�� The Board levy was increased from 1.69 cents/kg to 1.90 
cents/kg on December 28, 2014, to reflect the revenue 
required to fund the projected expenditures of the Board 
for fiscal 2015.  Revenue projections were reduced in 
part due to reduction in MD production and the virtual 
elimination of domestic revenue lease (AOS lease).  

entrant grower program that is intended and designed 
to address the needs of regional and specialty 
production and processing.  

GENERAL ORDERS UPDATES
The BCCMB General Orders were last fully updated 
August 26, 2011.  The Board now posts proposed 
amendments on its website at www.bcchicken.ca on 
the home page under “Industry News”.  The purpose of 
this is to allow for a 30 day written comment period prior 
to the Board approving the amendments.  Notice of 
proposed amendments usually appears in the monthly 
Board reports as well.  

In the year 2014, amendments were circulated to 
industry in April, May, October and December.  These 
amendments include:

�� A levy increase effective in A-124 to reflect the increase 
in levy payable to Chicken Farmers of Canada.  The 
CFC levy increased from 0.44 cents/kg to 0.52 cents/kg 
resulting in an increase to the BCCMB levy from 1.60 
cents/kg to 1.69 cents/kg live weight.  

�� When the Board made the decision to reclassify 
certified organic chicken and Redbro chicken 
from the specialty class to the mainstream class of 
chicken, the definitions in the General Orders required 
amendment.  Arising from this decision, organic 
chicken was to be priced within the mainstream 
system effective in A-126.  This meant that the Board 
would no longer set a minimum live price for certified 
organic chicken, that the matter would be dealt with 
between the grower and processor who will establish 
the price based on the minimum posted live price 
for the regulated product each period, in a manner 
similar to antibiotic free, certified humane, veggie fed 
and other differentiated mainstream products which 
are currently found in the BC market place.  The Board 
subsequently revisited this decision at the urging 
of all stakeholders to return to a COP for certified 
organic chicken.  As previously mentioned, Serecon 
was engaged to complete a full survey of the organic 
industry, but it was interrupted by the AI outbreak in 
the Fraser Valley.  The Board anticipates that Serecon 
will complete this work in time to set a live price for 
certified organic chicken for period A-129.  
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be implemented once the process starts up again, 
hopefully at the end of the first quarter of 2015.  

REPORTING & 
GOVERNANCE
ORGANIZATION OF 
GOVERNANCE CONTROLS
All Board members are provided with a policy manual 
containing a full complement of information required 
for them in the performance of their duties.  The 
documents are reviewed yearly and updated as 
required throughout the year.  Specific documents that 
are provided include:

�� Oath of office.  Each new board member, appointed 
or elected, is required to sign the oath of office 
document. 

�� Code of conduct.  All board members are required to 
conduct themselves in accordance with the BCCMB 
code of conduct.  The code is explained to each new 
member during an orientation session with BCCMB 
staff.  

�� Conflict of interest declaration.  Each board member 
is required to submit an updated conflict of interest 
declaration on a yearly basis.  On a number of 
occasions in the past year, board members have 
declared themselves in a conflict during board 
discussions and have recused themselves from 
discussion and voting on certain agenda items during 
Board meetings.  This has worked well, and the Chair 
has not been required to rule on a conflict situation in 
2014.  

�� Financial Controls.  Policies that relate to Board 
members such as expense claims, travel policy, and 
per diem rates are provided and fully explained to 
each member of the board.  The controls are updated 
yearly after receipt of the management letter from 
the external auditor upon completion of the year-
end financial statements.  The last update occurred in 
October 2013.  

2013 OPERATING SURPLUS
On October 2, 2014, in accordance with Part 15 
Distribution of Board Operating Surplus of the August 
26, 2011 BCCMB General Orders the Board declared an 
operating surplus for the fiscal year 2013 in the amount 
of $808,254 which was available for distribution to 
qualifying growers.  

Part 15 of the General Orders requires that growers “be 
in good standing” and be a current grower at the time 
that the distribution is declared.  By way of letter dated 
October 3, 2014 all registered growers were informed 
that they have until 4:00 p.m. on November 14, 2014 to 
be in compliance with the General Orders to qualify for 
a portion of the surplus.  Growers not in good standing 
with the Board were advised of the action required to 
bring them into good standing. Board staff distributed 
the cheques prior to the end of the year.  

GROWER DASHBOARD
The Board has applied for funding in order to develop 
a Grower Dashboard.  This is a custom database that 
producers will be able to use to record all of their OFFSAP, 
Animal Care and Biosecurity Program requirements.  The 
goal is to have a program where growers can receive 
feedback such as how your farm compares to the 
industry average and how your current flock compares 
to your previous flocks.  In order to make this program 
as user friendly as possible the Board requested grower 
input on the design and content.  The dashboard will 
start out as a pilot program and be unveiled at the 2016 
Joint Poultry AGM.  

LINKAGE 
The linkage between the BCBHEC and the BCCMB 
was to be updated in the spring of 2014.  The last full 
update of the formula and its contents occurred in 
2011.  The context of the COP respecting fairness, 
equity and consistency of application will be reviewed.  
This will be followed by on-farm surveys.  The surveys 
were put on hold due to the December 2014 Avian 
Influenza outbreak in the Lower Mainland.  The results 
of the COP and linkage will then be reviewed jointly 
by the commodity Boards and when adopted will 
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�� Board Member Evaluation.  Each year the Board 
completes a performance evaluation, through the 
auspices of the BC Council of Marketing Boards 
(COMB).  The last one was completed in early 2014 
and the BCCMB is preparing for an update to take 
place early in 2015.  

�� Staff members:

��  All staff members are provided with an Employee 
Policy Handbook which clearly outlines BCCMB 
expectations, policies, and benefits.

��  Formal job descriptions are in place for all BCCMB 
staff positions and are updated as required.  

TRAINING OF BOARD AND STAFF
Board and staff participate in ongoing educational 
opportunities in regard to Board management 
workshops like Centre for Organizational Governance 
in Agriculture and Accountability Framework seminars.  

Additionally staff attended professional development 
courses in the areas of advancement of digital 
strategies in the workplace and executive storytelling. 
The inspection staff has attended several training 
courses, seminars and a poultry conference in the last 
year in order to keep us up to date with the changes in 
the industry.  Annual audit refresher course from CFC 
was attended by all auditors. This past year the new 
Euthanasia training, Platinum Brooding, Small flock care, 
pest management, and several Breed specific seminars 
as well as poultry conferences were also attended.

SOCIAL LICENCE 
& STRATEGIC 
LEADERSHIP
Some of the activities the Board has taken to exercise 
its mandate and increase the industries social licence 
through corporate social responsibilities are through 
voluntary or required programs.  

Such required programs include nationally recognized 
programs such as the CFC On-Farm Food Safety 
Assurance Program (OFFSAP) and CFC Animal Care 
Program; and provincially required programs such 
as the BC Bio-security Program.  These programs are 
mandatory and require continued certification.  BC 
was the second province in Canada to reach 100% 
certification under the CFC Animal Care Program, and 
was the first province to reach 100% ACP certification 
(345 of 345 eligible BC chicken farms fully certified) 
under the new density regulations.  

CFC was granted full federal, provincial and territorial 
government recognition for OFFSAP in March 2013.  The 
federal, provincial and territorial government On Farm 
Food Safety Recognition Program is a process to review, 
assess, recognize and monitor the technical soundness 
and administrative effectiveness of on-farm food safety 
programs developed and implemented by Canada’s 
national producer organizations.  First developed in 
1998, CFC’s OFFSAP was the first commodity program in 
Canada to receive Phase 1 technical recognition of the 
producer manual in 2002 and the second commodity 
program to receive Phase 2 technical recognition of its 
management system in 2006.  This achievement reflects 
the commitment of all chicken farmers to implement 
and maintain a comprehensive national on-farm food 
safety assurance program.  

For 2014 we continued auditing the OFFSAP, ACP 
and Bio-security programs in the provinces.  All farms 
participated in the audits annually and have been 
recertified with some farms receiving corrective actions 
which were followed up on and completed in a timely 
fashion.  There were 5 letters sent to growers that were 
overdue on their corrective actions.  Out of those farms, 
two received further letters with 250 kg penalties 
and one grower received a 10% penalty letter before 
becoming certified in the programs.  In the year ahead, 
more changes have been made in the audits, in regards 
to the Animal Care Program.  These changes will have 
little impact on BC as all farms are attended annually by 
BCCMB Inspection/Audit staff.  

Voluntary programs include the Recommended 
Code of Practice for the Care and Handling of Poultry, 
Siting and Management of Poultry Barns (a fact sheet 
provided by the BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands), 
and the Environmental Farm Plan.  
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ENGAGING WITH CONSUMERS
On Nov. 8‐9, 2014, 21 BCCMB partnered with the BCCGA, 
Hallmark Poultry Processors and Overwaitea Food 
Group to have BC chicken growers in Save On Foods 
stores in Metro Vancouver, the Fraser Valley, Vancouver 

BCCMB STRATEGIC PLAN
The BCCMB 5 year Strategic Plan was unveiled to 
growers in 2013. A year into the plan, revisions and 
refinements occur while the work to meet the strategic 
goals continues.  See Figure 8 for a copy of the plan.

Vision
The most proactive, dynamic and sustainable 
Chicken Industry in Canada.  
Consumer Focused, Value Chain Driven. 

Mission
Work with the Value Chain to optimize 
e�ciency and delivery to consumers; 

Engage stakeholders to gain their trust and 
con�dence; 

Strengthen our Social Licence;

and Implement policy in a timely manner.

•  Work with provinces to 
develop a solution to the 
di�erential growth issue 
within the National 
framework.

•  Grow Mainstream Market.

•  Grow Specialty Market.

•  Grow Export Market.

•  BC Allocation Strategy.

•  Increase per capita 
consumption in BC.

•  Support Grower 
Performance.

•  Timely Development of 
E�ective Policies.

•  Publish & Share the Vision 
and Strategic Plan.

•  Manage Stakeholder 
Expectations and 
Engagement.

•  Improve Communications.

•  Consumer Expectations and 
Values.

•  Consumer Expectations on 
Health Issues.

•  Consumers Expectations on 
Animal Care.

•  Develop Chicken Industry 
Story.

•  Better informed consumers 
on how the Supply 
Management System works.

Con�dent and secure every chicken 
product grown and processed in BC 
is safe and risk free of health issues.

Our social licence empowers us to 
build openness, trust and common 
goals with our stakeholders.

Innovative with respect to farm 
practices and sustainability issues; 
Innovative with respect to value 
added products; 
Proactive to lead change in the 
marketplace.

Chicken Growth of 10% 
within the National Supply 

Management System. 

Optimize System 
E�ciencies.

Stakeholders Committed 
to Vision, Direction and 

Programs.

Strengthen Social 
Licence.

Figure 8
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Promotion of the videos was primarily using social 
media (Facebook, YouTube and bloggers) in two main 
phases.  The first phase was in the spring in conjunction 
to the release of the movie trailer and the second took 
place in November.  

In December, we surveyed BC consumers to gauge 
the effect of the campaign.  The percentage of BC 
consumers who trust that BC chicken growers have the 
public’s best interest in mind rose from 44% to 47%.  
Approximately 5% of British Columbians (and 13% of 
BC men aged 18 to 34) stated that they had seen the 
Chicken Squad advertisements online.  

In December 2013, the BC Chicken YouTube channel, 
where all the videos and trailers are housed, hit over a 
million views.  The movie trailer itself had approximately 
700,000 views as of December 31, 2014.   

TAKE A BITE OF BC 
BCCMB continues to support Take a Bite of BC, a 
program supported by more than 25 different BC 
agriculture organizations that donate product to 
culinary students at 30 secondary schools across the 
province.  In 2014, BCCMB sent almost 700 whole birds 
to participating schools.   

Island and the Interior to answer consumer questions 
and dispel some of the myths about chicken farming.  
The BCCMB thanks the 21 growers who volunteered a 
total of 132 hours to participate in this important public 
outreach event.

CHICKEN SQUAD
Filming of the Chicken Squad 
campaign, which started in 
November 2013 continued 
into the winter months of 
2014 using the services 
of Relevention Marketing 
Solutions in Abbotsford, 
BC.  Starting in March 2014, 
a series of eight “making of” 
videos were released in social 
media showing chicken growers auditioning for the 
various roles in the trailer as well as a series of “behind 
the scenes” videos.  The purpose of these videos was to 
introduce the growers to the public in a fun, engaging 
way that the public could relate with. The finale, the 
official “Chicken Squad” parody movie trailer was 
released on May 12, 2014 at an upscale “Movie Premier 
and Barnyard Bash” in Langley, BC.  Six lucky Chicken 
Squad Sweepstakes winners joined media, bloggers 
and VIPs for a tour of a chicken farm, then walked the 
red carpet with the Chicken Squad cast at the exclusive, 
secret location.  This was an excellent opportunity for BC 
chicken growers to connect with the public and media. 
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The industry eliminated the preventative use of Class 
1 antibiotics in the broiler hatching egg, chicken, 
table egg and turkey sectors in May of 2014.  Class 1 
antibiotics are the class of antibiotics that are essential 
for serious human infections.  Government led on-farm 
AMU/AMR surveillance commenced in 2013.  Ongoing 
monitoring will provide useful information and assist 
policy development.  

New principles have been incorporated into the revised 
version of the OFFSAP which was released in the fall 
of 2013. The new version of the OFFSAP contains 
a brochure which clearly outlines the principles 
of responsible antimicrobial use.  These principles 
represent industry’s continuing commitment to the 
responsible use of antimicrobials.

Elements of the principles include:
�� Only using products approved by the Veterinary 

Drugs Directorate of Health Canada

�� Consulting veterinarians based on clinical signs of 
disease

�� Considering the categorization system for 
antimicrobials when selecting antimicrobials for use

�� Not permitting the preventive use of Category I 
antimicrobials

�� Not permitting the use of Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients (API) or products obtained under the 
Own-Use Importation (OUI) provision (i.e. products 
imported from another country)

�� Implementing biosecurity and poultry health 
programs to reduce the incidence of disease and the 
potential need for antimicrobials

With the withdrawal of Category One antibiotics (ie – 
Excenel) at the hatchery in A-124, many producers and 
other industry stakeholders were concerned about 
how this will affect first week mortality.  The Board has 
used the information obtained from the BC111’s and 
provided a comparison of the first week mortality for 
A-123, A-124 and A-125 as well as the same time frame 
last year.  The average first week mortality has remained 
fairly steady.  Please see the following tables (Figure 9 & 
10) for further information.

Tremendously appreciating the sponsorship, all 
involved have become loyal supporters of BC chicken.  
Teaching chefs appreciate being able to work with a 
greater range of items that would otherwise be cost 
prohibitive.  Culinary arts students appreciate getting a 
chance to cut a chicken themselves, instead of merely 
watching.  Other students and teachers appreciate the 
healthy, tasty food:  crowds in school cafeterias double 
when BC chicken is served.  

BC WINTER GAMES – MISSION BC
The BC Winter Games were held 
in Mission, BC from Feb. 20-23.  
The games were a huge success.  
BCCMB supplied 540 fresh BC 
grown 9-cut broilers to help feed 
the many young athletes at the 
opening reception on Feb. 21.

“We not only wanted to serve healthy tasty food for our 
athletes, but we also wanted to source as much local 
food as possible” states Peter Bucher, Food Services 
Director of the BC Winter Games, Mission, BC.   Chicken 
is an excellent source of protein, niacin, phosphorous, 
B6, B12, Vitamin D, calcium, iron and zinc.  Lower in 
saturated fats than salmon and leaner than sirloin steak, 
pot roast, hamburger, beef tenderloin, pork chops and 
ham.  Chicken is Canada’s favourite meat.

ANTIMICROBIAL USE
The Board, in conjunction with government, CFC 
and industry stakeholders, continued its work on 
antimicrobial use and resistance throughout 2014.  
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March 23 - May 17
2013 May 18 - July 12

2013

Average First Week Mortality

1.70%
1.68%

July 13 - September 6
2013

1.28%

March 23 - May 17
2014

1.67%

May 18 - July 12
2014

1.61%

July 13 - August 22
2014

1.52%

Figure 10

4.96%
5.08%

5.27% 5.16%
5.34%

5.62%

6.61%

6.18%

6.52%

A-117
A-118

A-119
A-120

A-121

A-122

A-123

A-124

A-125

Average Whole Flock Mortality

Figure 11

WHOLE FLOCK MORTALITY
While first week mortality has remained fairly constant 
over the last year, whole flock mortality has increased.  
In the graph below we compare mortality levels over 
6 cycles.  Please note that we have used the difference 

between the number of birds placed and payable birds 
shipped for this graph so condemns and DOA’s will be 
included.  This whole flock mortality increase coincides 
with a noticeable decline in Quota Utilization starting in 
A-123.  See Figure 11.
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Left to right (back row):  Arlene Oslie, Bill Vanderspek, Kira Neu, Yvonne Wallace, Katie Lowe.
Left to right (front row):  Cheryl Davie, Christine Rickson, Jason Maarhuis, Kathy Erickson, Carol Blatz.  

Many Thanks to BCCMB 
staff members Christine Rickson, Carol 
Blatz, Kathy Erickson, Katie Lowe, Yvonne 
Wallace, Arlene Oslie, Kira Neu, Jason 
Maarhuis and Cheryl Davie for their 
continued hard work and dedication.

Respectfully submitted     Respectfully submitted

ROBIN SMITH      BILL VANDERSPEK
BOARD CHAIR      EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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ANIMAL CARE
In 2014, the number of farmers certified under the 
Animal Care Program (ACP) reached 96%. The 
program is now mandatory in 8 provinces while 
Newfoundland & Labrador is the final stages of 
implementing a mandatory requirement. 

Chicken Farmers of Canada is actively participating on 
the Code of Practice Development Committee – both 
Rudy and Vernon (SK and MB) are members of the 
Code Development Committee. The Code of Practice 
was the basis for the requirements in the current CFC 
Animal Care Program. The code, which was last revised 
in 2002, is being updated to take into account new 
research and a new development process through 
the National Farm Animal Care Council. This renewal 
process has been financially supported by the federal 
government with funding under Growing Forward II. 
The Code Development Committee will continue to 
work through 2015 with the objective of releasing a 
new Code early in 2016. 

CFC has been active in developing tools for industry. 
These include a poster on culling practices during the 
brooding period, research into euthanasia methods and 
the development of a euthanasia standards booklet 
in conjunction with the Poultry Industry Council and 
protocols for hiring and employee codes of conduct. 
CFC Directors also modified changes to the regulations 

for overproduction in order that farmers would not 
be penalized for delayed shipment due to weather 
conditions. 

ANTIBIOTIC 
(ANTIMICROBIAL) 
USAGE
Chicken Farmers of Canada, in collaboration with 
hatcheries and processors, implemented a new 
policy regarding the preventive use of Category 
I antibiotics in chicken production. As of May 15, 
2014, the preventive use of Category I antibiotics 
is no longer allowed at the hatchery or on-farm for 
commercial meat birds.

Enforcement of this policy has been implemented by 
way of the On-Farm Food Safety Assurance Program 
(OFFSAP) and by way of industry and government 
surveillance programs. A mandatory requirement has 
already been included in the revised version of the 
OFFSAP.

To ensure the success of this initiative, it is essential that 
all partners in the poultry industry actively participate 
in the implementation. To be successful, the highest 
level of management practices must be implemented 
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to ensure flock health throughout the supply chain. 
Chicken Farmers of Canada has been working with 
industry stakeholders to ensure a coordinated approach. 
The key points of focus for each sector include:

�� Breeder farmers: hatching egg quality and farm 
management practices

�� Hatcheries: sanitation (cleaning and disinfection 
protocols) and hatchery management practices

�� Chicken farmers: brooder management and 
first week mortality expectations; contacting a 
veterinarian when a disease is suspected in newly 
placed day-olds

INDUSTRY AMU STRATEGY
This AMU reduction strategy is one component of the 
larger Antimicrobial Use (AMU) Strategy that is ongoing 
and which has generated significant activity over the 
past year. The objective of Chicken Farmers of Canada’s 
AMU strategy is to control, monitor and reduce AMU 
in the chicken industry in order to preserve effective 
treatment options. The intent is that the initiatives 
undertaken as part of this strategy will provide the 
needed confidence to consumers and to governments 
that AMU in the chicken industry is responsible.

Elements of Chicken Farmers of Canada’s strategy 
are now in place and include:

�� Defining antimicrobial use and analyzing 
antimicrobial resistance (AMR) trends

�� Reviewing best management practices

�� Ensuring effective controls of AMU in Canada

�� Educating stakeholders on the issues of AMU and 
AMR – look for new CFC AMU videos coming to a 
website near you!

�� Research and availability of alternative products

PRINCIPLES OF RESPONSIBLE 
ANTIMICROBIAL USE
The new version of the OFFSAP contains a brochure 
which clearly outlines the principles of responsible 

antimicrobial use, and all new principles have been 
incorporated as requirements into Chapter 6 of the 
manual. These principles represent industry’s continuing 
commitment to the responsible use of antimicrobials 
and demonstrate the high level of teamwork through 
the working groups that has gone into the creation and 
implementation of the strategy.

The development of these principles is one component 
of Chicken Farmers of Canada’s larger Antimicrobial 
Use (AMU) Strategy. The new principles outline the 
requirements around the purchase, storage, use and 
recording of antimicrobials. These principles are based 
on long-standing requirements of Chicken Farmers 
of Canada’s On-Farm Food Safety Assurance Program 
(OFFSAP) as well as including new elements.

Elements of the principles include:

�� Only using products approved by the Veterinary 
Drugs Directorate of Health Canada

�� Consulting veterinarians based on clinical signs of 
disease

�� Considering the categorization system for 
antimicrobials when selecting antimicrobials for use

�� Not permitting the preventive use of Category I 
antimicrobials

�� Not permitting the use of Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients (API) or products obtained under the 
Own-Use Importation (OUI) provision (i.e. products 
imported from another country)

�� Implementing biosecurity and poultry health 
programs to reduce the incidence of disease and the 
potential need for antimicrobials

Farmers will be familiar with many of these requirements 
as they have been integral components of Chicken 
Farmers of Canada’s OFFSAP for many years. 

ANTIBIOTIC USE SURVEILLANCE
The Canadian Integrated Program for Antimicrobial 
Resistance Surveillance (CIPARS) is a federal program 
that monitors trends in antimicrobial use and 
antimicrobial resistance. CIPARS is now conducting on-
farm surveillance on broiler farms (launched in 2013) 
in partnership with the Canadian chicken industry. The 
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industry opened our doors to actively participate and 
anticipate a report in 2015 that will track antimicrobial 
use and resistance. 

This on-farm surveillance project is a key component 
of our industry’s strategy for addressing antimicrobial 
resistance. The data generated from this surveillance 
represents a credible 3rd party assessment and will be an 
important guide to support the industry’s antimicrobial 
strategy. CIPARS has been performing antimicrobial 
resistance surveillance at retail and at processing since 
2002 for beef, poultry and pork.

Chicken Farmers of Canada worked in conjunction 
with the CIPARS and the provincial boards to develop 
the surveillance methodology and supports its 
implementation and funded a pilot project through the 
Canadian Poultry Research Council to test the protocols. 

While all individual producer information will be coded 
to ensure anonymity and will remain confidential, 
each participating farmer will be provided with an 
individualized report of the results for their farm.

AVIAN INFLUENZA
On December 1, 2014, the Canadian poultry and 
egg industries were faced with an avian influenza 
outbreak in the lower mainland of British Columbia. 

Over the course of the following four weeks and beyond, 
industry and government partners worked both locally 
and nationally to manage this crisis and mitigate the 
spread. The virus spread to 11 commercial locations and 
one non-commercial backyard flock.

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency, along with 
the provincial government and industry partners set 
up a joint emergency operations centre and began 
implementing emergency plans.  Farmers throughout 
the province were charged with increasing biosecurity 
and ensuring compliance with emergency operating 
standards. For example, farmers are obliged to have 
pressurized water at their property’s edges and wash 
the undercarriages and wheels on all vehicles leaving 
the farm.

Movement controls were placed, restricting movements 
of captive birds, poultry products, and anything that 
had been exposed to infected premises, including (but 
certainly not limited to) feed, litter, manure, vehicles, 
equipment and clothing.

A Primary Control Zone was established, in which 
there are three disease control zones (DCZ), infected, 
restricted and security.

�� The outer boundary of an infected zone is up to 3 km 
from any known infected premises.

�� The restricted zone is established surrounding 
the infected zone and measured based on the 
epidemiology of the disease in order to prevent the 
spread of avian influenza. (3 km to 10 km)

�� The security zone is the remainder of the primary 
control zone (beyond 10 km).

Canada’s trading partners (23 in all) instituted 
restrictions of poultry products or birds as a result, 
varying from Canada-wide bans to restrictions on 
specific products or regions. CFIA regularly circulated 
these lists to industry and worked diligently on getting 
the trading partners to either focus their restrictions 
more precisely or put measures in place to reassure our 
partners that the outbreak was contained.

The full impact and timeline of this outbreak will be 
determined in the coming weeks and months.

BRANDING 
CAMPAIGN
At the end of 2011, Chicken Farmers of Canada 
Directors approved, as part of its annual strategic 
planning process, an action plan, which included 
the development of a branding strategy for Canadian 
chicken.

Through major industry, as well as retailer and processor 
consultation, Chicken Farmers of Canada determined 
points of alignment on a cohesive branding strategy 
that would grow the market for Canadian chicken. As 
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a result, the brand strategy was designed and built 
for fresh Canadian chicken, at retail, to capitalize on 
Canadians’ already positive view of Canadian farmers, 
and to focus on the importance of a Canadian identity.
 

By conveying that Canadian chicken farmers contribute 
to a healthier diet for Canadian families with fresh, 
nutritious chicken (which is low in fat and healthy), the 
strategy involves a label, or mark, indicating that the 
chicken comes from Canadian farmers. Throughout 
2013 and 2014, Chicken Farmers of Canada secured 
the buy-in of some retailers, and some processors, and 
are moving ahead to ensure a successful launching of 
labeled/branded Canadian fresh chicken at retail. 

The brand was supported by a strong traditional 
and digital marketing strategy, which called for three 
major waves of TV and Magazine advertising including 
consumer contest prizing commencing in the late 
spring (in time for BBQ season), early fall (Back to 
School) and early winter (Festive) periods. Those took 
place the first three weeks of June, September and 
December. Chicken Farmers of Canada also worked 
with participating retailers and primary processors to 
update their labels in preparation for the launch.

Those three time periods were selected to correspond 
with grocery retailers’ major consumer merchandising 
periods.

The digital soft launch of the brand began in May on 
the chicken.ca social networks – with a long-term, large-
scale online and social media blitz with messaging and 
promotion of the new logo and brand. In addition, 
several other initiatives are being developed on a 
partner-by-partner basis, based on the marketing 
strategies and targets of each participant in the 
program. Other processors and retailers are coming 
aboard this national initiative – we are looking forward 
to growing our brand together.

NEW CHICKEN 
AGREEMENT 
ENCOMPASSES 
DIFFERENTIAL 
GROWTH
2014 was the conclusion of another big agreement for 
Chicken Farmers of Canada with the signing of a new 
allocation agreement that will see 55% of future growth 
allocated based on provincial comparative advantage 
factors.

This landmark agreement has been over six years in 
the making. Challenges, starts & stops, and roadblocks 
were ever present but, at the end of the day, have been 
overcome through this new agreement.  Negotiations 
were most intense from 2012 through 2014.

“The challenges over the years have been many, and 
have required the whole industry to pull together 
as a team to overcome the differences, realize the 
important similarities – our shared vision – and then 
move forward to completing this agreement,” said 
Dave Janzen, Chair of Chicken Farmers of Canada. 
“This is great news for farmers, and indeed for the 
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whole Canadian chicken industry as it shows, yet 
again, that supply management continues to evolve 
to changes in the marketplace.”

“I am proud of us all for the efforts that have been 
made to ratify this new allocation agreement, and 
to modernize the allocation process for the coming 
years,” said Janzen. “You have shown tenacity and 
perseverance in making these changes to show that 
supply management is indeed a modern, evolving 
system.”

Differential growth has been a critical priority for Chicken 
Farmers of Canada for some time and its completion 
is consistent with the organization’s 5-year strategic 
plan which calls for efforts to improve the efficiency 
of the value chain, while maintaining production in all 
provinces. Under the new agreement, all provinces will 
share in future growth.

The new memorandum of understanding covers the 
future growth and allocation process by factoring in 55% 
of future production based on comparative advantage 
factors. Alberta, which had withdrawn from the federal 
provincial agreement last year, was the first to sign the 
new agreement and is launching their process at the 
provincial level to formally rejoin the national agency.

OFFSAP PROGRAM
2014 saw the implementation of a revised version of 
the On-Farm Food Safety Assurance Program. As of May 
15, 2014, all new requirements of the program were 
expected to be implemented and will be incorporated 
as part of the next audit. In 2014 the number of farmers 
certified on the OFFSAP reached 100%!

PARTNERSHIP WITH 
SWIMMING CANADA
In year two of a unique partnership with Swimming 
Canada, Chicken Farmers of Canada continued to 
support Canadian swimmers from the national level 

down to children learning how to swim. In 2013 
Swimming Canada proudly announced fresh Canadian 
chicken as the “official protein of swimming in Canada” 
in recognition of our generous, financial contribution 
to Canada’s most popular sport. Since then the two 
organizations have realigned their image as “partners 
for healthy living,” promoting the nutritional benefits 
of fresh Canadian chicken in combination with the 
cardiovascular benefits of swimming. 

From 2013 to 2014 the two organizations jointly hosted 
a Swim Parent of the Month contest in recognition of 
parents who encourage eating well and being active 
as part of a healthy lifestyle. Profiles of the Swim 
Parent winners and their favourite chicken recipes 
were featured in a downloadable, Team Kitchen 
digital cookbook at chicken.ca and promoted by both 
organizations through social media. 

Chicken Farmers of Canada also provided Swimming 
Canada with branded material and messaging about 
the health benefits of Canadian chicken within specific 
campaigns and major swim events. During the Pan-
Pacific Games we sponsored a billboard of our new 
brand logo and had a short broadcast on Sportsnet.

SPECIALTY 
PRODUCTION
In 2013, the Chicken Farmers of Canada Board of 
Directors approved a Specialty Production Policy 
in principle to facilitate the growth of specialty 
production and processing. The Policy was fully 
implemented effective periods A-126 (September 7, 
2014) when Chicken Farmers of Canada regulations 
were amended and approved by Directors. The new 
policy demonstrates our responsiveness to market 
and consumer demand and includes definitions for 
specialty chicken and federal specialty chicken quota, 
along with a series of conditions applicable to the 
specialty chicken license to be held by applicants. The 
audit of specialty production will be initiated in 2015.  
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STRATEGIC 
PLANNING
Chicken Farmers of Canada Directors agreed upon the 
following priorities for 2014:

Critical priority
�� Allocation setting
�� Animal care
�� Import controls

High priority
��  Antimicrobial use
�� Branding strategy implementation
�� Regional, bilateral and WTO negotiations
�� Spent fowl

Medium priority
�� Consumer relations strategy
�� Food safety
�� Governance
�� Government relations strategy
�� Public relations strategy

Low priority
�� Promotions research agency

TRADE & POLICY
Chicken Farmers of Canada works with domestic policy 
makers to ensure that the concerns of Canada’s chicken 
farmers are addressed with regards to the three pillars 
of supply management. Those three pillars, import 
controls, producer pricing and production discipline, 
are the structure which enables farmers to invest in 
their operations, continue to support Canada’s rural 
economy, and provide the great, fresh Canadian 
chicken that consumers want.

On the international stage, importers continued to 
exploit weaknesses and loopholes in the trade system. 
Either by importing spent fowl or adding sauce to 
chicken in order to circumvent importing rules, Canada 
imports much more than its international commitments. 
Significant money is lost through these imports – by 

Canadians that are losing valuable revenue through the 
duty and taxes being circumvented, by farmers through 
lost production, as well as by fellow industry partners 
affected by an uneven playing field.

While Chicken Farmers of Canada is able to monitor 
the situation closely and provide advice and detailed 
information to key decision makers, changes require 
leadership, assistance, and perseverance from policy 
makers and elected officials in order to ensure that 
the rules are being followed properly, that loopholes 
are closed as soon as possible, and that a level playing 
field is in place for all industry stakeholders. Effective 
enforcement of the import controls continues to be a 
critical priority for the Chicken Farmers of Canada Board 
of Directors.

Canada’s track record in international trade negotiations, 
whether part of bilateral, regional or multilateral trade 
agreements is a high priority for Directors. The bilateral 
agreement with the EU excluded poultry products to 
our satisfaction. While the WTO continues to roll along, 
at a fairly glacial pace, the regional trade agreement 
Canada is heavily involved with is the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP). Canada and the other 11 members 
are waiting for the ongoing Japan–U.S. negotiations to 
conclude; as those two are the largest traders involved 
in the potential agreement and their own bilateral 
discussions are expected to provide a framework for the 
larger TPP negotiations.

Chicken Farmers of Canada closely monitored these 
trade negotiations in collaboration with our colleagues 
from the poultry, dairy and eggs sectors, and has been 
in constant communication with Canadian negotiators. 
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2014
PRODUCTION
STATISTICS

Provincial Quota Holdings 2014 (kgs live weight/cycle)
Lower  Mainland Vancouver  Island Interior Total
Growers Kilograms Growers Kilograms Growers Kilograms Growers % Kilograms %

Mainstream 229 26,619,572 14 534,658 43 3,121,409 286 87% 30,275,639 97%

Specialty 42 931,435 0 -   0 -   42 13% 931,435 3%

Total 271 27,551,007 14 534,658 43 3,121,409 328 100% 31,207,074 100%

% 83% 88% 4% 2% 13% 10%

2,000 bird 
(annual)  
Permit 
Holders

31 58 75 164

We have 324 Registered growers as 4 growers hold both Mainstream and Specialty Quota.

Total Provincial Production (kilograms live weight)
Year Type Domestic Market Development Total

2014 Mainstream  194,580,381  14,070,610  208,650,991 

Specialty  9,556,776  794,631  10,351,407 

Total  204,137,157  14,865,241  219,002,398 

Year Type Domestic Market Development Total

2013 Mainstream  192,912,078  12,235,089  205,147,167 

Specialty  7,672,400  565,461  8,237,861 

Total  200,584,478  12,800,550  213,385,028 

In 2014 BC Produced 2.63 % more than  in 2013
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Provincial Production of Chicken 2012-2014
Production from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 2012  - 2014 (eviscerated weight)

Province 2014 2013 14/13 2012 13/12

B.C. 160,452,750 156,557,531 2.5% 155,217,593 0.9%

Alberta 94,342,564 93,286,734 1.1% 92,976,660 0.3%

Saskatchewan 41,193,133 41,379,917 -0.5% 39,814,547 3.9%

Manitoba 44,624,622 43,197,617 3.3% 43,522,689 -0.7%

Western 340,613,069 334,421,799 1.9% 331,531,489 0.9%

Ontario 347,462,032 337,861,802 2.8% 330,901,759 2.1%

Quebec 294,790,113 289,662,439 1.8% 280,771,216 3.2%

Central 642,252,145 627,524,241 2.3% 611,672,975 2.6%

New Brunswick 29,937,957 28,470,070 5.2% 28,351,892 0.4%

Nova Scotia 36,465,319 36,014,148 1.3% 35,634,063 1.1%

P.E.I. 3,760,609 3,802,502 -1.1% 3,679,897 3.3%

Newfoundland 14,280,344 13,925,651 2.5% 13,852,978 0.5%

Atlantic 84,444,229 82,212,371 2.7% 81,518,830 0.9%

TOTAL 1,067,309,443 1,044,158,411 2.2% 1,024,723,294 1.9%

2014 BC Broiler Quota Marketing Periods
Amount of quota marketings going through licence agencies in 2014:

Period Start Date End Date Mainstream Quota Utilization

A-122 26-Jan-14 22-Mar-14 98.73%

A-123 23-Mar-14 17-May-14 98.34%

A-124 18-May-14 12-Jul-14 101.50%

A-125 13-Jul-14 06-Sep-14 101.24%

A-126 07-Sep-14 01-Nov-14 99.77%

A-127 02-Nov-14 27-Dec-14 98.56%

2014 Provincial Farm Gate Sales
Mainstream  $347,934,469.68 

Specialty (TC)  $14,457,065.54 

Specialty (Org)  $19,083,676.39 

Specialty (Silkie)  $4,518,019.29 

Total  $385,993,230.89 
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Quota Utilization by Province (A-122)
A-122 (Jan 26 - Mar 22/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 33,064,233 34,148,255 103.3%

Alta. 19,734,919 19,458,278 98.6%

Sask. 8,613,114 8,491,112 98.6%

Man. 9,176,364 9,027,589 98.4%

Ont. 71,438,073 71,368,341 99.9%

Que. 60,872,668 60,949,956 100.1%

N.B. 6,014,665 5,930,789 98.6%

N.S. 7,513,623 7,491,578 99.7%

P.E.I. 790,018 776,199 98.3%

Nfld. 2,949,397 2,902,509 98.4%

Canada 220,167,074 220,544,606 100.2%

Quota Utilization by Province (A-123)
A-123 (Mar 23 - May 17/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 34,100,030 34,498,057 101.2%

Alta. 20,233,318 19,895,261 98.3%

Sask. 8,779,891 8,715,855 99.3%

Man. 9,404,245 9,195,450 97.8%

Ont. 73,121,344 72,722,733 99.5%

Que. 62,145,811 62,723,769 100.9%

N.B. 6,168,909 6,580,871 106.7%

N.S. 7,706,305 7,873,555 102.2%

P.E.I. 810,278 813,271 100.4%

Nfld. 3,025,034 3,172,253 104.9%

Canada 225,495,165 226,191,075 100.3%

Quota Utilization by Province (A-124)
A-124 (May 18 - Jul 12/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 34,333,939 34,135,414 99.4%

Alta. 19,916,734 19,623,254 98.5%

Sask. 8,669,085 8,700,110 100.4%

Man. 9,322,597 9,387,582 100.7%

Ont. 72,631,617 72,001,982 99.1%

Que. 60,898,819 61,786,263 101.5%

N.B. 6,128,278 6,048,870 98.7%

N.S. 7,764,602 7,898,125 101.7%

P.E.I. 784,766 812,550 103.5%

Nfld. 2,972,910 2,820,111 94.9%

Canada 223,423,347 223,214,291 99.9%

Quota Utilization by Province (A-125)
A-125 (Jul 13 - Sept 6/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 34,534,096 32,975,640 95.5%

Alta. 19,849,701 19,048,437 96.0%

Sask. 8,702,499 8,407,500 96.6%

Man. 9,366,012 9,437,610 100.8%

Ont. 72,922,156 72,015,122 98.8%

Que. 61,150,585 60,488,025 98.9%

N.B. 6,143,030 6,551,759 106.7%

N.S. 7,673,978 7,553,361 98.4%

P.E.I. 806,878 759,496 94.1%

Nfld. 3,012,344 3,088,390 102.5%

Canada 224,161,279 220,315,743 98.3%

The following is the Chicken Farmers of Canada 2014 total provincial quota allocation and the actual 
utilization levels (kgs live weight)
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Quota Utilization by Province (A-126)
A-126 (Sept 7 - Nov 1/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 33,751,073 33,399,384 99.0%

Alta. 19,708,440 20,102,596 102.0%

Sask. 8,631,184 8,658,298 100.3%

Man. 9,320,924 9,384,863 100.7%

Ont. 72,703,803 73,088,227 100.5%

Que. 61,409,799 61,836,064 100.7%

N.B. 6,099,313 6,258,681 102.6%

N.S. 7,619,366 7,430,250 97.5%

P.E.I. 801,136 792,457 98.9%

Nfld. 2,990,906 2,908,797 97.3%

Canada 223,035,944 223,846,428 100.4%

Quota Utilization by Province (TOTAL)
TOTAL (A-122 to A-127)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 202,922,550 201,824,869 99.5%

Alta. 119,503,591 118,367,131 99.0%

Sask. 51,978,752 51,714,064 99.5%

Man. 55,604,630 55,896,934 100.5%

Ont. 435,210,928 432,883,366 99.5%

Que. 367,088,726 369,756,366 100.7%

N.B. 36,556,474 37,279,775 102.0%

N.S. 45,774,377 45,969,037 100.4%

P.E.I. 4,808,813 4,760,562 99.0%

Nfld. 17,897,118 17,800,868 99.5%

Canada 1,337,345,959 1,336,259,443 99.9%

Quota Utilization by Province (A-127)
A-127 (Nov 2 - Dec 27/14)

Province Allocation Production %

BC 33,139,179 32,668,119 98.6%

Alta. 20,060,479 20,239,305 100.9%

Sask. 8,582,979 8,741,189 101.8%

Man. 9,014,488 9,463,840 105.0%

Ont. 72,393,935 71,686,961 99.0%

Que. 60,611,044 61,972,287 102.2%

N.B. 6,002,279 5,908,805 98.4%

N.S. 7,496,503 7,722,168 103.0%

P.E.I. 815,737 806,589 98.9%

Nfld. 2,946,527 2,908,808 98.7%

Canada 221,063,150 222,147,300 100.5%

Source:  CFC and AAFC (AAFC data where CFC data is incomplete)   
The Allocation information above includes all inter-provindial quota transfers and revisions to market development/
export commitments.
Note: Allocation includes both domestic and market development. Production is all birds processed in each province.
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Filing a Regulated Marketing Appeal 
with the B.C. Farm Industry Review Board
A person aggrieved or dissatisfied with an order, 
decision or determination of the following commodity 
marketing boards and commissions may appeal to the 
British Columbia Farm Industry Review Board: 

�� British Columbia Broiler Hatching Egg Commission 

�� British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board 

�� British Columbia Cranberry Marketing Commission

�� British Columbia Egg Marketing Board 

�� British Columbia Hog Marketing Commission 

�� British Columbia Milk Marketing Board 

�� British Columbia Turkey Marketing Board

�� British Columbia Vegetable Marketing Commission 

WHAT IS THE BRITISH COLUMBIA 
FARM INDUSTRY REVIEW 
BOARD? 
The British Columbia Farm Industry Review Board 
(BCFIRB) is an administrative tribunal that has statutory 
responsibility for exercising regulatory and adjudicative 
functions independent of government in its general 
supervision of BC regulated marketing boards and 
commissions and in hearing regulated marketing 
appeals, farm practices complaints and certain animal 
welfare issues.

Originally known as the British Columbia Marketing 
Board (“BCMB”), BCFIRB was created in 1934 under the 
NPMA to supervise the commodity boards. Over the 
years, the role has been expanded and its authority 
redefined to address changes in the regulated 
marketing sector.

BCFIRB is composed of up to ten members appointed 
by Lieutenant Governor-in-Council (LGIC). There are 
presently six part-time appointees, with experience in 

production, marketing, law and education related to 
agricultural issues. 

HOW LONG DO I HAVE TO 
APPEAL? 
BCFIRB must receive your written notice of appeal not 
more than thirty (30) days after the order, decision or 
determination of the commodity board or commission 
is made. BCFIRB may extend this deadline, but only in 
what it considers special circumstances.

DO I NEED LEGAL COUNSEL? 
Only if you want or think you need it. It is your decision 
to make, and you will be responsible for paying your 
own lawyer. 

WHERE DO I SEND THE APPEAL? 
Either by mail, courier, fax or email as 
follows: 

Mail:
Attention: Executive Director 
British Columbia Farm Industry Review Board
PO Box 9129 Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria BC V8W 9B5 

Courier: 
Attention: Executive Director
British Columbia Farm Industry Review Board 
780 Blanshard Street
Victoria BC V8W 2H1

Email:  firb@gov.bc.ca

Fax:  250-356-5131
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WHAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN 
THE NOTICE OF APPEAL? 
The notice of appeal must be accompanied by a non-
refundable $100.00 filing fee. Cheque or money orders 
should be made out to the “Minister of Finance”. 
The notice of appeal must include the following:
�� be in writing and signed

�� identify the decision being appealed

�� state why the decision should be changed

�� state the outcome requested from BCFIRB 

�� include your name, address, telephone number, 
email (or the contact information of the person 
handling appeal for you)

�� include an address for delivery of any notices related 
to the appeal

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FARM 
INDUSTRY REVIEW BOARD 
RECEIVES THE APPEAL?
BCFIRB will send you a letter acknowledging the receipt 
of your appeal. This letter will also contain information 
which explains the appeal process in greater detail. At 
the same time, BCFIRB will notify the commodity board 
or commission concerned that an appeal has been filed 
and instruct them of their responsibilities as outlined 
in the Rules of Practice and Procedure. BCFIRB will also 
ensure that the commodity board or commission has 
received a copy of your notice of appeal.

BCFIRB will issue notice to the parties requiring them 
to attend a pre-hearing conference call. The purpose of 
the pre-hearing conference will be to clarify the issue 
on appeal and determine the position of each party 
as well as the remedies sought by the appellant.  The 
pre-hearing conference call will also be used to confirm 
hearing dates and directions for the appeal hearing.

BCFIRB encourages parties to consider Alternative 
Dispute Resolution (ADR) options to facilitate 
settlements of the matter under appeal and will assist 

the parties in establishing an ADR process. Parties can 
apply to BCFIRB requesting ADR. Discussions about 
possible ADR alternatives will also be an agenda item 
for the pre-hearing conference.

The hearing of your appeal will normally be held not 
more than 60 days after BCFIRB first receives your notice 
of appeal; however, these timelines will be dependent 
upon the circumstances of all the parties to the appeal.

WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
THING FOR ME TO REMEMBER? 
BCFIRB must receive your written notice of appeal and 
$100 filing fee within 30 days of an order, decision or 
determination of the commodity board or commission.  
Failure to meet this deadline may result in BCFIRB not 
hearing your appeal.

HOW CAN I GET MORE 
INFORMATION? 
For further information please refer to the BCFIRB 
Rules of Practice and Procedures for Appeal. Section 
8 of the Natural Products Marketing (BC) Act, and the 
Administrative Tribunals Act further describe the appeal 
process and are available on BCFIRB’s website at: www.
firb.gov.bc.ca .   The Rules, links to the Acts and a full 
description of the appeal process, including how to file 
an appeal are on the BCFIRB’s website.  The standing 
orders of the commodity board or commission involved 
may also contain information.  

Should you have any further questions 
please feel free to contact BCFIRB: 

Phone: 250 356-8945 
Fax: 250 356-5131 
Email: firb@gov.bc.ca

Updated August/ 2010
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Management's Responsibility

To the Members of British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board:

Management is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the accompanying financial statements, including responsibility for
significant accounting judgments and estimates in accordance with accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations and ensuring
that all information in the annual report is consistent with the statements. This responsibility includes selecting appropriate accounting
principles and methods, and making decisions affecting the measurement of transactions in which objective judgment is required.

In discharging its responsibilities for the integrity and fairness of the financial statements, management designs and maintains the
necessary accounting systems and related internal controls to provide reasonable assurance that transactions are authorized, assets
are safeguarded and financial records are properly maintained to provide reliable information for the preparation of financial statements.

The British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board and Finance and Audit Committee of the British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board are
composed entirely of Members who are neither management nor employees of the Board. The Board is responsible for overseeing
management in the performance of its financial reporting responsibilities, and for approving the financial information included in the
annual report. The Board fulfils these responsibilities by reviewing the financial information prepared by management and discussing
relevant matters with management and external auditors. The Committee is also responsible for recommending the appointment of the
Board's external auditors.

MNP LLP is appointed by the members to audit the financial statements and report directly to them; their report follows. The external
auditors have full and free access to, and meet periodically and separately with, both the Committee and management to discuss their
audit findings.

March 30, 2015

Executive Director
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Independent Auditors’ Report

To the Members of British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board:

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board, which comprise the statement of
financial position as at December 31, 2014, and the statements of operations, changes in net assets and cash flows for the year then
ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with accounting
standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors' Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of British Columbia Chicken
Marketing Board as at December 31, 2014 and the results of its operations, changes in net financial assets and its cash flows for the
year then ended in accordance with accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.

Abbotsford, British Columbia

March 30, 2015 Chartered Accountants

300 - 32988 South Fraser Way, Abbotsford, British Columbia, V2S 2A8, Phone: (604) 853-9471, 1 (877) 853-9471
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Statement of Financial Position

As at December 31, 2014

2014 2013

Assets
Current

Cash 876,854 1,231,635
Accounts receivable 494,492 491,749
Prepaid expenses 55,545 40,924

1,426,891 1,764,308

Capital assets (Note 3) 63,411 64,277

Investments restricted for contingency fund (Note 4) 2,420,396 2,371,904

3,910,698 4,200,489

Liabilities
Current

Accounts payable and accruals 270,012 539,018
Government remittances payable 15,169 17,562
Deferred revenue 30,651 34,403

315,832 590,983

Contingencies (Note 5)

Commitments (Note 6)

Net Assets
Invested in capital assets 63,411 64,277
Restricted for contingency fund 2,420,395 2,371,904
Unrestricted 1,111,060 1,173,325

3,594,866 3,609,506

3,910,698 4,200,489

Approved on behalf of the Board

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Statement of Operations

For the year ended December 31, 2014

2014 2013

Revenues
Grower assessments (Note 7) 3,632,503 3,413,949
Domestic lease income 657,721 936,976
Over marketing levies 293,755 311,431
Interest and sundry 71,962 83,440
IAF funding 25,697 -
Licenses 8,120 8,360
Permit fees 2,100 3,220
Small flock poultry health course funding - 2,191
CFC animal care program - 4,600
Social media project funding - 36,700

4,691,858 4,800,867

Operational Expenses (Schedule 1) 3,898,245 3,922,489

Excess revenues over expenses 793,613 878,378

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Statement of Changes in Net Assets

For the year ended December 31, 2014

Invested in
capital assets

Restricted for
Contingency

fund

Unrestricted 2014 2013

Net assets, beginning of year 64,277 2,371,904 1,173,325 3,609,506 4,011,888

Excess revenues over expenses (15,466) - 809,080 793,613 878,378

Distribution of prior years' surplus (Note 9) - - (808,254) (808,254) (1,280,760)

Net change in capital assets 14,600 - (14,600) - -

Income earned on restricted assets - 48,491 (48,491) - -

Net assets, end of year 63,411 2,420,395 1,111,060 3,594,865 3,609,506

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Statement of Cash Flows

For the year ended December 31, 2014

2014 2013

Cash provided by (used for) the following activities
Operating

Excess revenues over expenses 793,613 878,378
Accrued interest income adjustment 26,367 27,116
Amortization 14,407 14,160
Loss on disposal of capital assets 1,059 859

835,446 920,513
Changes in working capital accounts

Accounts receivable (2,743) 98,943
Prepaid expenses (14,621) 2,298
Accounts payable and accruals (269,005) 256,274
Government remittances payable (2,393) (36,256)
Deferred contributions - (3,050)
Deferred revenue (3,752) (122,848)

542,932 1,115,874

Financing
Distribution of prior year's operating surplus to growers (808,254) (1,280,759)

Investing
Purchase of capital assets (14,600) (18,817)
Purchase of investment restricted for contingency fund (74,859) (72,496)

(89,459) (91,313)

Decrease in cash resources (354,781) (256,198)
Cash resources, beginning of year 1,231,635 1,487,833

Cash resources, end of year 876,854 1,231,635

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

1. Organization

The British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board ("the Board") was established in 1961 by the Natural Products Marketing
(British Columbia) Act to promote, control and regulate the transportation, processing, packing, storage, and marketing of all
classes of chicken in British Columbia. The Board is a non-profit agricultural organization and is exempt from income taxes
pursuant to subsection 149(1)(e) of the Income Tax Act.

2. Significant accounting policies

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations using the following significant accounting policies:

Cash and term deposits

Cash includes cash on hand and balances with banks. Term deposits subject to restrictions that prevent its use for current
purposes are included in investments restricted for contingency fund.

Capital assets

Purchased capital assets are recorded at cost.

Amortization is provided using the following methods at rates intended to amortize the cost of assets over their estimated
useful lives.

Method Rate
Computer hardware declining balance 30 %
Computer software declining balance 100 %
Furniture and office equipment declining balance 10 %
Website declining balance 20 %

In the year of purchase, assets are amortized at one half of the regular rate.

Leasehold improvements are amortized over the remaining life of the lease agreement at the time the leasehold
improvement is purchased. Therefore, the assets will be amortized over a period of 1 to 5 years.

Long-lived assets

Long-lived assets consist of capital assets. Long-lived assets held for use are measured and amortized as described in the
applicable accounting policies.

The Board performs impairment testing on long-lived assets held for use whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying value of an asset, or group of assets, may not be recoverable. Impairment losses are recognized
when undiscounted future cash flows from its use and disposal are less than the asset’s carrying amount. Impairment is
measured as the amount by which the asset’s carrying value exceeds its fair value. Any impairment is included in the
statement of operations for the year.

Prices for similar items are used to measure fair value of long-lived assets.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

2. Significant accounting policies (Continued from previous page)

Fund accounting

In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of resources available to the Board, the
accounts are maintained on a fund accounting basis. Accordingly, resources are classified for accounting and reporting
purposes into funds. These funds are held in accordance with the objectives specified by the contributors or in accordance
with the directives issued by the Board of Directors.

Unrestricted Fund
The Unrestricted Fund reports the Board’s revenues and expenses related to general and ancillary operations of the Board.

Capital Asset Fund
The Capital Assets Fund reports the Board’s capital assets and presents the flow of funds related to their acquisition and
disposal, unexpended capital resources and debt commitments.

Restricted Contingency Fund
The Restricted Contingency Fund is pursuant to Part 15 "Distribution of Board Operating Surplus" of the General Orders, to
which the Board has established a fund represented by cash or cash equivalents in the minimum amount of $2,000,000 and
not to exceed one year of budgeted Board expenses, to be used to fund expenditures for unforeseen circumstances. Any
amount deemed to be in excess to the set level of the contingency will be distributed to growers in proportion to the amount
of the levy paid by a grower. The Board has reserved the right to change the amount required in the Restricted Contingency
Fund and/or the levy rate at any time. In order to qualify for a distribution a grower must be in good standing and be a
current grower with the Board at the time that a distribution is declared. Investment income generated will be re-invested
into the Restricted Contingency Fund.

Revenue recognition

Grower assessments are recognized as revenue when chickens are shipped to the processors. Over marketing levies in
respect to quota usage during a production period are calculated and invoiced to the grower approximately three weeks
after the end of the production period. Over marketing levies are recognized on the date of each individual grower’s
shipment.

Domestic lease charges in respect to quota usage during a production period are calculated and invoiced to the grower
approximately one month prior to the start of the production period. Domestic lease payments are recognized on the date of
each individual grower's shipment.

Revenue from other sources are recorded when services are provided or revenue is received.

Measurement uncertainty

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations
requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and the reported amounts of revenues
and expenses during the reporting period.

Accounts receivable are stated after evaluation as to their collectability and an appropriate allowance for doubtful accounts
is provided where considered necessary. Amortization is based on the estimated useful lives of capital assets.

These estimates and assumptions are reviewed periodically and, as adjustments become necessary they are reported in
excess of revenues and expenses in the periods in which they become known.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

2. Significant accounting policies (Continued from previous page)

Financial instruments

The Board as part of its operations carries a number of financial instruments. The Board has classified the following
financial assets as held for trading: unrestricted cash, cash equivalents and investment restricted for contingency fund.
These instruments are initially recognized at their fair value. Transactions to purchase or sell these items are recorded on
the trade date and transaction costs are immediately recognized in net income.

Held for trading financial instruments are subsequently measured at their fair value, without any deduction for transaction
costs incurred on sale or other disposal. Gains and losses arising from changes in fair value are recognized immediately in
income.

Accounts receivable are classified as loans and receivables, while accounts payable and accrued liabilities are classified as
other financial liabilities. These accounts are initially recognized at fair value and subsequently measured at amortized cost
using the effective interest method.

Fees incurred on an exchange of financial liabilities or a modification of the terms of financial liabilities that is accounted for
as an extinguishment are included as part of the gain or loss on extinguishment, while any related other costs incurred are
recognized in current year earnings. All fees and costs incurred on the exchange or modification of a financial liability not
accounted for as an extinguishment are recognized in current year earnings.

3. Capital assets

2014 2013
Accumulated Net book Net book

Cost amortization value value

Computer hardware 202,499 178,971 23,528 27,389
Computer software 148,207 148,207 - -
Furniture and office equipment 343,251 312,358 30,893 25,651
Leasehold improvements 209,417 209,417 - -
Website 24,510 15,520 8,990 11,237

927,884 864,473 63,411 64,277

4. Investments restricted for contingency fund

Investments restricted for contingency fund consists of five term deposits which bear interest at 2.00% maturing in June
2015. In the prior year, the investment restricted for contingency fund consisted of five term deposits which earned interest
at 2.10%, and matured in June 2014.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

5. Contingencies

Unused credit facility

On April 6, 2004 the Board entered into a credit facility agreement with the Royal Bank of Canada which provides for the
following funding:

(a) $350,000 revolving facility for general operating requirements by way of Royal Bank loans. This facility bears interest at
bank prime lending rates plus 0.3% and is payable monthly. The borrowings under this facility are due on demand.

(b) $268,275 of letters of credit and guarantee to the CFC for liquidated damages pertaining to potential levies on excess
production allocated to the province. The borrowings under this facility are due on demand.

The agreement is secured by a general security agreement covering all assets of the Board, certified copies of Board
Members' resolutions authorizing the Board to borrow up to a maximum of $649,000 and an enforceable letter of
undertaking from the Board confirming that the number of birds placed on the farms will equal what the processors have
agreed to purchase.

The agreement contains certain covenants in respect to levies imposed on growers, regulation of the placement of birds
with processors and provision of weekly production reports.

The effective date of the credit facility agreement is December 9, 2009.

Other contingencies

Due to the default of a processor during the prior year, the Board, upon recommendation received from BCCGA, offered a
level of compensation to the four growers who were owed amounts, which was accepted. At this time the Board is
proceeding with litigation in an effort to recover the outstanding funds that are now owed to the Board. As of February 17,
2015 the Supreme Court of British Columbia ordered that the Board be entitled to a judgement against Fairline in the
amount of $504,661. Currently, collection is uncertain.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

6. Commitments

(a) The Board leases office space with monthly rent of $4,631 (2013 - $4,631), until June 30, 2015, and $4,724 until June
30, 2017, including triple net expenses.

(b) The Board has entered into a contract to receive IT support with monthly fees of $2,100 (2013 - $nil), until October 31,
2015. If the contract is not renewed at this date, a computer hardware buyout is required in the amount of $12,103.

(c) The Board has signed an agreement for grower dashboard program development and implementation with estimated
costs for 2015 of $61,000 plus GST (2013 - $nil). Government funding to offset the costs have been approved for 50% of
the total eligible cash costs up to $39,750 (2013 - $nil).

(d) The Board has signed an agreement for consulting services to valuate the cost of production (COP) incurred by hatching
egg producers, with costs for 2015 of $47,060 (2013 - $nil).

(e) The Board has committed for fiscal 2015 to provide a rebate in the amount of $57,907 (2013 - $nil) for affected growers
within the 1 kilometer avian influenza zone who were unable to place their flocks for period A-128 & A-129.

(f) The Board has signed an agreement for recruiting services, with the costs for 2015 of $12,000 plus GST (2013 - $nil).

(g) The Board has signed an agreement for succession planning services, with costs for 2015 of $5,200 plus GST (2013 -
$nil).

(h) The Board has entered into three vehicle leases (two ending in 2015) and one equipment lease with the total scheduled
payments (including GST and PST) as follows:

2015 17,695
2016 17,887
2017 17,887
2018 16,446
2019 770

7. Grower assessments

The levy on all growers is 1.90 cents (2013 - 1.60) per kilogram, live weight on all chicken grown in British Columbia which
is inclusive of the CFC service fee. Of the levy assessed, 0.53 cents (2013 - 0.44) is remitted to the CFC for services
provided.

8. Related party transactions

The following related party transactions have occurred during the year:

The operating grant totaling $418,587 (2013 - $382,503) and rent expense of $60,000 (2013 - $57,000) were paid to the
British Columbia Chicken Growers Association ("BCCGA"), incorporated under the Society Act of British Columbia. As at
the year ended December 31, 2014 the BCCGA had a surplus of revenue over expenditures of $2,618 (2013 - $57,502)
which was returned to the Board reducing the operating grant from $421,205 to $418,587 (included in accounts receivable).

The BCCGA's mandate is to unite commercial chicken growers for the betterment of the industry and act as a liaison
between the chicken growers, marketing boards, industry and government. It is primarily funded by a grant from the Board
which approves the Association's annual operating budget.

These transactions were in the normal course of operations and were measured at the exchange amount, which is the
amount of consideration established and agreed to by the related parties.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year ended December 31, 2014

9. Distribution of prior years' surplus

The Board distributes a surplus to growers based upon the total surplus calculated as select current assets less select
current liabilities and deferred revenue at year-end less one month's budgeted operating expenses. The following outlines
the funds that were distributed to growers in good standing and were based on the total kilograms of chicken shipped by the
growers in the year the surplus occurred:

2014 $ 808,254

2013 $1,280,760

2012 $ 927,158

2011 $ 500,894

2010 $ -

10. Trust assets and liabilities

As at December 31, 2014 the Board held funds in trust with respect to the New Entrants Program for Growers. Trust assets
held totaled $25,000 (2013 - $25,000). The assets and offsetting liabilities are not reflected on the Board's Statement of
Financial Position, as it offsets to $Nil.

11. Financial instruments

The Organization, as part of its operations, carries a number of financial instruments. It is management's opinion that the
Organization is not exposed to significant interest, currency, credit, liquidity or other price risks arising from these financial
instruments except as otherwise disclosed.

Credit concentration

As at December 31, 2014, five processors (2013 - five) accounted for 52% (2013 - 54%) of the accounts receivable. The
Organization believes that there is no unusual exposure associated with the collection of these receivables. The
Organization performs regular credit assessments of its customers and provides allowances for potentially uncollectible
accounts receivable.
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British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board
Schedule 1 - Schedule of Operational Expenses

For the year ended December 31, 2014

2014 2013

Operational Expenses
Advertising and promotion 92,043 35,265
Amortization 14,407 14,160
BC Chicken Growers Association (Note 8) 418,587 382,503
Bad debts - 392
Bank charges and interest 6,835 6,564
Board members' remuneration, travel and meals 498,106 477,067
Chicken Farmers of Canada (CFC) levy (Note 7) 1,085,635 938,793
Computer installation and consulting 62,001 48,427
Consulting fees 60,310 40,264
DEPI funding - 16,768
Dues, memberships and subscriptions 13,775 12,789
Grower settlement (Note 5) - 382,621
Insurance 5,509 5,128
Island freight subsidy - 46,244
Loss on disposal of capital assets 1,060 859
National overproduction penalty 61,056 205,125
New entrant program 2,250 1,180
Office supplies and stationary 70,102 60,888
PPAC 2,763 4,115
Postage 12,005 11,752
Poultry biosecurity 102,621 -
Professional fees 44,391 35,650
Rent (Note 6), (Note 8) 113,866 110,136
Repairs and maintenance 12,649 12,226
SMAC 54,884 25,654
Salaries and benefits 886,381 807,483
Small flock poultry health course - 2,191
Social media strategy - 36,700
Staff travel 71,621 88,850
Strategic plan initiative 187,058 93,894
Telephone 18,330 18,801

3,898,245 3,922,489
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11%

11%
Annual Picnics, Dinners

4%

Audit, Legal, Consulting

BCCGA Director Expenses 

38%

BCCMB Office Building 

4%

BC Poultry Association Dues 

Poultry in Motion Operating Expenses

14%

Secretaries
12%

Operations
6%

BC Chicken Growers’ Association Proposed 
Budget 2015
Revenue

BCCMB Operating Grant 438,205.00 

Rental Income BCCMB Office 60,000.00 

Poultry in Motion Educational Mini 
Barns

17,500.00 

Total Revenue 515,705.00

Expenses

Annual Picnics, Dinners 21,000.00 

Audit, Legal, Consulting 55,000.00 

BCCGA Director Expenses 193,900.00 

BCCMB Office Building 20,205.00 

BC Poultry Association Dues 59,000.00 

Poultry in Motion Operating 
Expenses

73,500.00 

Secretaries 64,000.00 

Operations 29,100.00 

Total Expenses 515,705.00
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Input cell
BC Chicken Marketing Board Budget

Actual
BC Chicken Grower's Association: Budget analysis for 2014 Annual Budget Variance

Allocate each of the items to the respective cost categories

 Total budget - 
enter dollars

 Total actual - 
enter dollars

Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Revenues:

BCCMB Operating Revenue 421,205 421,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 421,205 421,205 - 421,205 421,205 -
Rental Income 60,000 60,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60,000 60,000 - 60,000 60,000 -
Poultry in Motion 17,500 21,602 17,500 21,602 4,102- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17,500 21,602 4,102-
Grant Income 37,125 37,125 37,125- 37,125 37,125-
BCAC Rebate - 1,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 1,300- - 1,300 1,300-
Interest Income 1,660 1,660 1,660- 1,660 1,660-
BCCMB Operating Surplus 2,618- 2,618- 2,618 2,618- 2,618

- - - - - - - - -
Expenses: - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
Directors Per Diem 162,500 147,812 19,500 17,737 1,763 32,500 29,562 2,938 21,125 19,216 1,909 8,125 7,391 734 16,250 14,781 1,469 16,250 14,781 1,469 32,500 29,562 2,938 8,125 7,391 734 8,125 7,391 734 162,500 147,812 14,688
Secretaries' Honorarium 60,000 63,341 12,000 12,668 668- 12,000 12,668 668- 6,000 6,334 334- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 9,000 9,501 501- 9,000 9,502 502- 60,000 63,341 3,341-
Per Diem Non Directors 23,000 33,240 20,700 29,916 9,216- 1,380 1,994 614- 920 1,330 410- - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 33,240 10,240-
Audit/Legal/Consulting 50,000 26,712 - - 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 35,000 18,696 16,304 2,500 1,336 1,164 - - 50,000 26,712 23,288
Advertising & Promotions 2,000 8,927 1,200 5,356 4,156- 400 1,785 1,385- 400 1,785 1,385- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,000 8,927 6,927-
PiM Operating expenses 23,000 21,203 23,000 21,203 1,797 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 21,203 1,797
AGM/Ann. Dinners/Picnics 20,000 22,225 - - 12,000 13,335 1,335- 5,000 5,557 557- 1,000 1,111 111- - - 1,000 1,111 111- 1,000 1,111 111- - - - - 20,000 22,225 2,225-
Conferences & Seminars 2,500 1,676 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 - - 2,500 1,676 824
Dues & Subscription 3,500 91 - - 3,150 - 3,150 - - - - - - - - - - 350 91 259 - - 3,500 91 3,409
Insurance 2,600 2,909 1,560 1,745 185- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,040 1,164 124- - - 2,600 2,909 309-
Office/Bank expenses 3,150 3,200 315 320 5- 1,260 1,280 20- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 315 320 5- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 3,150 3,200 50-
Property Taxes 10,500 9,648 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,500 9,648 852 10,500 9,648 852
Meetings/Refreshments 5,000 3,784 500 378 122 1,250 946 304 250 189 61 250 189 61 250 189 61 - - 2,500 1,893 607 - - - - 5,000 3,784 1,216
Telephone/Fax/Internet/Conf. Calls 1,750 1,226 438 307 131 438 307 132 175 123 52 88 61 27 88 61 27 88 61 27 438 306 132 - - - - 1,750 1,226 524
Strata Fees 10,205 10,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,205 10,205 - 10,205 10,205 -
BC Poultry Assn 59,000 60,104 2,950 3,005 55- 5,900 6,010 110- 8,850 9,016 166- 8,850 9,016 166- 14,750 15,026 276- 14,750 15,026 276- 2,950 3,005 55- - - - - 59,000 60,104 1,104-
Travel & Meals 55,000 40,353 2,750 2,018 732 11,000 8,071 2,929 8,250 6,053 2,197 5,500 4,035 1,465 5,500 4,035 1,465 8,250 6,053 2,197 13,750 10,089 3,661 - - - - 55,000 40,353 14,647
Donations 5,000 3,750 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 - - - - 2,000 1,500 500 - - - - - - 5,000 3,750 1,250
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Revenue 498,705 540,274 17,500 58,727 (41,227) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 481,205 481,547 (342) 498,705 540,274 (41,569)
Total Expense 498,705 460,406 86,163 95,571 (9,409) 85,028 78,212 6,817 55,035 52,175 2,860 29,878 26,793 3,084 42,713 38,847 3,866 48,528 43,607 4,921 91,828 68,401 23,427 21,705 20,055 1,650 37,830 36,746 1,084 498,705 460,407 38,298
Net - (68,663) (36,844) (31,818) (85,028) (78,212) (6,817) (55,035) (52,175) (2,860) (29,878) (26,793) (3,084) (42,713) (38,847) (3,866) (48,528) (43,607) (4,921) (91,828) (68,401) (23,427) (21,705) (20,055) (1,650) 443,375 444,801 (1,426) - 79,867 (79,867)

0 0 TotalSustainability - Environmental Sustainability - Socially 
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Input cell
BC Chicken Marketing Board Budget

Actual
BC Chicken Grower's Association: Budget analysis for 2014 Annual Budget Variance

Allocate each of the items to the respective cost categories

 Total budget - 
enter dollars

 Total actual - 
enter dollars

Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Revenues:

BCCMB Operating Revenue 421,205 421,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 421,205 421,205 - 421,205 421,205 -
Rental Income 60,000 60,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60,000 60,000 - 60,000 60,000 -
Poultry in Motion 17,500 21,602 17,500 21,602 4,102- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17,500 21,602 4,102-
Grant Income 37,125 37,125 37,125- 37,125 37,125-
BCAC Rebate - 1,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 1,300- - 1,300 1,300-
Interest Income 1,660 1,660 1,660- 1,660 1,660-
BCCMB Operating Surplus 2,618- 2,618- 2,618 2,618- 2,618

- - - - - - - - -
Expenses: - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
Directors Per Diem 162,500 147,812 19,500 17,737 1,763 32,500 29,562 2,938 21,125 19,216 1,909 8,125 7,391 734 16,250 14,781 1,469 16,250 14,781 1,469 32,500 29,562 2,938 8,125 7,391 734 8,125 7,391 734 162,500 147,812 14,688
Secretaries' Honorarium 60,000 63,341 12,000 12,668 668- 12,000 12,668 668- 6,000 6,334 334- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 9,000 9,501 501- 9,000 9,502 502- 60,000 63,341 3,341-
Per Diem Non Directors 23,000 33,240 20,700 29,916 9,216- 1,380 1,994 614- 920 1,330 410- - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 33,240 10,240-
Audit/Legal/Consulting 50,000 26,712 - - 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 35,000 18,696 16,304 2,500 1,336 1,164 - - 50,000 26,712 23,288
Advertising & Promotions 2,000 8,927 1,200 5,356 4,156- 400 1,785 1,385- 400 1,785 1,385- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,000 8,927 6,927-
PiM Operating expenses 23,000 21,203 23,000 21,203 1,797 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 21,203 1,797
AGM/Ann. Dinners/Picnics 20,000 22,225 - - 12,000 13,335 1,335- 5,000 5,557 557- 1,000 1,111 111- - - 1,000 1,111 111- 1,000 1,111 111- - - - - 20,000 22,225 2,225-
Conferences & Seminars 2,500 1,676 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 - - 2,500 1,676 824
Dues & Subscription 3,500 91 - - 3,150 - 3,150 - - - - - - - - - - 350 91 259 - - 3,500 91 3,409
Insurance 2,600 2,909 1,560 1,745 185- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,040 1,164 124- - - 2,600 2,909 309-
Office/Bank expenses 3,150 3,200 315 320 5- 1,260 1,280 20- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 315 320 5- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 3,150 3,200 50-
Property Taxes 10,500 9,648 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,500 9,648 852 10,500 9,648 852
Meetings/Refreshments 5,000 3,784 500 378 122 1,250 946 304 250 189 61 250 189 61 250 189 61 - - 2,500 1,893 607 - - - - 5,000 3,784 1,216
Telephone/Fax/Internet/Conf. Calls 1,750 1,226 438 307 131 438 307 132 175 123 52 88 61 27 88 61 27 88 61 27 438 306 132 - - - - 1,750 1,226 524
Strata Fees 10,205 10,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,205 10,205 - 10,205 10,205 -
BC Poultry Assn 59,000 60,104 2,950 3,005 55- 5,900 6,010 110- 8,850 9,016 166- 8,850 9,016 166- 14,750 15,026 276- 14,750 15,026 276- 2,950 3,005 55- - - - - 59,000 60,104 1,104-
Travel & Meals 55,000 40,353 2,750 2,018 732 11,000 8,071 2,929 8,250 6,053 2,197 5,500 4,035 1,465 5,500 4,035 1,465 8,250 6,053 2,197 13,750 10,089 3,661 - - - - 55,000 40,353 14,647
Donations 5,000 3,750 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 - - - - 2,000 1,500 500 - - - - - - 5,000 3,750 1,250
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Revenue 498,705 540,274 17,500 58,727 (41,227) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 481,205 481,547 (342) 498,705 540,274 (41,569)
Total Expense 498,705 460,406 86,163 95,571 (9,409) 85,028 78,212 6,817 55,035 52,175 2,860 29,878 26,793 3,084 42,713 38,847 3,866 48,528 43,607 4,921 91,828 68,401 23,427 21,705 20,055 1,650 37,830 36,746 1,084 498,705 460,407 38,298
Net - (68,663) (36,844) (31,818) (85,028) (78,212) (6,817) (55,035) (52,175) (2,860) (29,878) (26,793) (3,084) (42,713) (38,847) (3,866) (48,528) (43,607) (4,921) (91,828) (68,401) (23,427) (21,705) (20,055) (1,650) 443,375 444,801 (1,426) - 79,867 (79,867)
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FUNDING AND USE REPORT
See below for BC Chicken Grower’s Association - Budget 
analysis for 2014 Annual Budget

British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board

ANNUAL REPORT60

BCCGA OPERATING BUDGET CONTINUED



Input cell
BC Chicken Marketing Board Budget

Actual
BC Chicken Grower's Association: Budget analysis for 2014 Annual Budget Variance

Allocate each of the items to the respective cost categories

 Total budget - 
enter dollars

 Total actual - 
enter dollars

Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Revenues:

BCCMB Operating Revenue 421,205 421,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 421,205 421,205 - 421,205 421,205 -
Rental Income 60,000 60,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60,000 60,000 - 60,000 60,000 -
Poultry in Motion 17,500 21,602 17,500 21,602 4,102- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17,500 21,602 4,102-
Grant Income 37,125 37,125 37,125- 37,125 37,125-
BCAC Rebate - 1,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 1,300- - 1,300 1,300-
Interest Income 1,660 1,660 1,660- 1,660 1,660-
BCCMB Operating Surplus 2,618- 2,618- 2,618 2,618- 2,618

- - - - - - - - -
Expenses: - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
Directors Per Diem 162,500 147,812 19,500 17,737 1,763 32,500 29,562 2,938 21,125 19,216 1,909 8,125 7,391 734 16,250 14,781 1,469 16,250 14,781 1,469 32,500 29,562 2,938 8,125 7,391 734 8,125 7,391 734 162,500 147,812 14,688
Secretaries' Honorarium 60,000 63,341 12,000 12,668 668- 12,000 12,668 668- 6,000 6,334 334- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 9,000 9,501 501- 9,000 9,502 502- 60,000 63,341 3,341-
Per Diem Non Directors 23,000 33,240 20,700 29,916 9,216- 1,380 1,994 614- 920 1,330 410- - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 33,240 10,240-
Audit/Legal/Consulting 50,000 26,712 - - 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 35,000 18,696 16,304 2,500 1,336 1,164 - - 50,000 26,712 23,288
Advertising & Promotions 2,000 8,927 1,200 5,356 4,156- 400 1,785 1,385- 400 1,785 1,385- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,000 8,927 6,927-
PiM Operating expenses 23,000 21,203 23,000 21,203 1,797 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 21,203 1,797
AGM/Ann. Dinners/Picnics 20,000 22,225 - - 12,000 13,335 1,335- 5,000 5,557 557- 1,000 1,111 111- - - 1,000 1,111 111- 1,000 1,111 111- - - - - 20,000 22,225 2,225-
Conferences & Seminars 2,500 1,676 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 - - 2,500 1,676 824
Dues & Subscription 3,500 91 - - 3,150 - 3,150 - - - - - - - - - - 350 91 259 - - 3,500 91 3,409
Insurance 2,600 2,909 1,560 1,745 185- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,040 1,164 124- - - 2,600 2,909 309-
Office/Bank expenses 3,150 3,200 315 320 5- 1,260 1,280 20- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 315 320 5- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 3,150 3,200 50-
Property Taxes 10,500 9,648 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,500 9,648 852 10,500 9,648 852
Meetings/Refreshments 5,000 3,784 500 378 122 1,250 946 304 250 189 61 250 189 61 250 189 61 - - 2,500 1,893 607 - - - - 5,000 3,784 1,216
Telephone/Fax/Internet/Conf. Calls 1,750 1,226 438 307 131 438 307 132 175 123 52 88 61 27 88 61 27 88 61 27 438 306 132 - - - - 1,750 1,226 524
Strata Fees 10,205 10,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,205 10,205 - 10,205 10,205 -
BC Poultry Assn 59,000 60,104 2,950 3,005 55- 5,900 6,010 110- 8,850 9,016 166- 8,850 9,016 166- 14,750 15,026 276- 14,750 15,026 276- 2,950 3,005 55- - - - - 59,000 60,104 1,104-
Travel & Meals 55,000 40,353 2,750 2,018 732 11,000 8,071 2,929 8,250 6,053 2,197 5,500 4,035 1,465 5,500 4,035 1,465 8,250 6,053 2,197 13,750 10,089 3,661 - - - - 55,000 40,353 14,647
Donations 5,000 3,750 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 - - - - 2,000 1,500 500 - - - - - - 5,000 3,750 1,250
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Revenue 498,705 540,274 17,500 58,727 (41,227) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 481,205 481,547 (342) 498,705 540,274 (41,569)
Total Expense 498,705 460,406 86,163 95,571 (9,409) 85,028 78,212 6,817 55,035 52,175 2,860 29,878 26,793 3,084 42,713 38,847 3,866 48,528 43,607 4,921 91,828 68,401 23,427 21,705 20,055 1,650 37,830 36,746 1,084 498,705 460,407 38,298
Net - (68,663) (36,844) (31,818) (85,028) (78,212) (6,817) (55,035) (52,175) (2,860) (29,878) (26,793) (3,084) (42,713) (38,847) (3,866) (48,528) (43,607) (4,921) (91,828) (68,401) (23,427) (21,705) (20,055) (1,650) 443,375 444,801 (1,426) - 79,867 (79,867)

0 0 TotalSustainability - Environmental Sustainability - Socially 
Sustainable Industry

Sustainability - Profitable 
Members Association Governance Funding

Consumer Confidence/Positive 
Image/Increase Chicken 
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Stakeholder Relations - Growers Stakeholder Relations - 

Processors/Allied Trades
Stakeholder Relations - 

Government

Input cell
BC Chicken Marketing Board Budget

Actual
BC Chicken Grower's Association: Budget analysis for 2014 Annual Budget Variance

Allocate each of the items to the respective cost categories

 Total budget - 
enter dollars

 Total actual - 
enter dollars

Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Revenues:

BCCMB Operating Revenue 421,205 421,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 421,205 421,205 - 421,205 421,205 -
Rental Income 60,000 60,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60,000 60,000 - 60,000 60,000 -
Poultry in Motion 17,500 21,602 17,500 21,602 4,102- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17,500 21,602 4,102-
Grant Income 37,125 37,125 37,125- 37,125 37,125-
BCAC Rebate - 1,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 1,300- - 1,300 1,300-
Interest Income 1,660 1,660 1,660- 1,660 1,660-
BCCMB Operating Surplus 2,618- 2,618- 2,618 2,618- 2,618

- - - - - - - - -
Expenses: - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
Directors Per Diem 162,500 147,812 19,500 17,737 1,763 32,500 29,562 2,938 21,125 19,216 1,909 8,125 7,391 734 16,250 14,781 1,469 16,250 14,781 1,469 32,500 29,562 2,938 8,125 7,391 734 8,125 7,391 734 162,500 147,812 14,688
Secretaries' Honorarium 60,000 63,341 12,000 12,668 668- 12,000 12,668 668- 6,000 6,334 334- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 9,000 9,501 501- 9,000 9,502 502- 60,000 63,341 3,341-
Per Diem Non Directors 23,000 33,240 20,700 29,916 9,216- 1,380 1,994 614- 920 1,330 410- - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 33,240 10,240-
Audit/Legal/Consulting 50,000 26,712 - - 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 35,000 18,696 16,304 2,500 1,336 1,164 - - 50,000 26,712 23,288
Advertising & Promotions 2,000 8,927 1,200 5,356 4,156- 400 1,785 1,385- 400 1,785 1,385- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,000 8,927 6,927-
PiM Operating expenses 23,000 21,203 23,000 21,203 1,797 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 21,203 1,797
AGM/Ann. Dinners/Picnics 20,000 22,225 - - 12,000 13,335 1,335- 5,000 5,557 557- 1,000 1,111 111- - - 1,000 1,111 111- 1,000 1,111 111- - - - - 20,000 22,225 2,225-
Conferences & Seminars 2,500 1,676 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 - - 2,500 1,676 824
Dues & Subscription 3,500 91 - - 3,150 - 3,150 - - - - - - - - - - 350 91 259 - - 3,500 91 3,409
Insurance 2,600 2,909 1,560 1,745 185- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,040 1,164 124- - - 2,600 2,909 309-
Office/Bank expenses 3,150 3,200 315 320 5- 1,260 1,280 20- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 315 320 5- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 3,150 3,200 50-
Property Taxes 10,500 9,648 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,500 9,648 852 10,500 9,648 852
Meetings/Refreshments 5,000 3,784 500 378 122 1,250 946 304 250 189 61 250 189 61 250 189 61 - - 2,500 1,893 607 - - - - 5,000 3,784 1,216
Telephone/Fax/Internet/Conf. Calls 1,750 1,226 438 307 131 438 307 132 175 123 52 88 61 27 88 61 27 88 61 27 438 306 132 - - - - 1,750 1,226 524
Strata Fees 10,205 10,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,205 10,205 - 10,205 10,205 -
BC Poultry Assn 59,000 60,104 2,950 3,005 55- 5,900 6,010 110- 8,850 9,016 166- 8,850 9,016 166- 14,750 15,026 276- 14,750 15,026 276- 2,950 3,005 55- - - - - 59,000 60,104 1,104-
Travel & Meals 55,000 40,353 2,750 2,018 732 11,000 8,071 2,929 8,250 6,053 2,197 5,500 4,035 1,465 5,500 4,035 1,465 8,250 6,053 2,197 13,750 10,089 3,661 - - - - 55,000 40,353 14,647
Donations 5,000 3,750 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 - - - - 2,000 1,500 500 - - - - - - 5,000 3,750 1,250
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Revenue 498,705 540,274 17,500 58,727 (41,227) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 481,205 481,547 (342) 498,705 540,274 (41,569)
Total Expense 498,705 460,406 86,163 95,571 (9,409) 85,028 78,212 6,817 55,035 52,175 2,860 29,878 26,793 3,084 42,713 38,847 3,866 48,528 43,607 4,921 91,828 68,401 23,427 21,705 20,055 1,650 37,830 36,746 1,084 498,705 460,407 38,298
Net - (68,663) (36,844) (31,818) (85,028) (78,212) (6,817) (55,035) (52,175) (2,860) (29,878) (26,793) (3,084) (42,713) (38,847) (3,866) (48,528) (43,607) (4,921) (91,828) (68,401) (23,427) (21,705) (20,055) (1,650) 443,375 444,801 (1,426) - 79,867 (79,867)

0 0 TotalSustainability - Environmental Sustainability - Socially 
Sustainable Industry
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Input cell
BC Chicken Marketing Board Budget

Actual
BC Chicken Grower's Association: Budget analysis for 2014 Annual Budget Variance

Allocate each of the items to the respective cost categories

 Total budget - 
enter dollars

 Total actual - 
enter dollars

Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance Budget Actual Variance

Revenues:

BCCMB Operating Revenue 421,205 421,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 421,205 421,205 - 421,205 421,205 -
Rental Income 60,000 60,000 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 60,000 60,000 - 60,000 60,000 -
Poultry in Motion 17,500 21,602 17,500 21,602 4,102- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17,500 21,602 4,102-
Grant Income 37,125 37,125 37,125- 37,125 37,125-
BCAC Rebate - 1,300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 1,300- - 1,300 1,300-
Interest Income 1,660 1,660 1,660- 1,660 1,660-
BCCMB Operating Surplus 2,618- 2,618- 2,618 2,618- 2,618

- - - - - - - - -
Expenses: - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
Directors Per Diem 162,500 147,812 19,500 17,737 1,763 32,500 29,562 2,938 21,125 19,216 1,909 8,125 7,391 734 16,250 14,781 1,469 16,250 14,781 1,469 32,500 29,562 2,938 8,125 7,391 734 8,125 7,391 734 162,500 147,812 14,688
Secretaries' Honorarium 60,000 63,341 12,000 12,668 668- 12,000 12,668 668- 6,000 6,334 334- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 3,000 3,167 167- 9,000 9,501 501- 9,000 9,502 502- 60,000 63,341 3,341-
Per Diem Non Directors 23,000 33,240 20,700 29,916 9,216- 1,380 1,994 614- 920 1,330 410- - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 33,240 10,240-
Audit/Legal/Consulting 50,000 26,712 - - 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 2,500 1,336 1,164 35,000 18,696 16,304 2,500 1,336 1,164 - - 50,000 26,712 23,288
Advertising & Promotions 2,000 8,927 1,200 5,356 4,156- 400 1,785 1,385- 400 1,785 1,385- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,000 8,927 6,927-
PiM Operating expenses 23,000 21,203 23,000 21,203 1,797 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23,000 21,203 1,797
AGM/Ann. Dinners/Picnics 20,000 22,225 - - 12,000 13,335 1,335- 5,000 5,557 557- 1,000 1,111 111- - - 1,000 1,111 111- 1,000 1,111 111- - - - - 20,000 22,225 2,225-
Conferences & Seminars 2,500 1,676 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 250 167 83 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 375 252 123 - - 2,500 1,676 824
Dues & Subscription 3,500 91 - - 3,150 - 3,150 - - - - - - - - - - 350 91 259 - - 3,500 91 3,409
Insurance 2,600 2,909 1,560 1,745 185- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1,040 1,164 124- - - 2,600 2,909 309-
Office/Bank expenses 3,150 3,200 315 320 5- 1,260 1,280 20- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 315 320 5- 315 320 5- 315 320 5- - - 3,150 3,200 50-
Property Taxes 10,500 9,648 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,500 9,648 852 10,500 9,648 852
Meetings/Refreshments 5,000 3,784 500 378 122 1,250 946 304 250 189 61 250 189 61 250 189 61 - - 2,500 1,893 607 - - - - 5,000 3,784 1,216
Telephone/Fax/Internet/Conf. Calls 1,750 1,226 438 307 131 438 307 132 175 123 52 88 61 27 88 61 27 88 61 27 438 306 132 - - - - 1,750 1,226 524
Strata Fees 10,205 10,205 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10,205 10,205 - 10,205 10,205 -
BC Poultry Assn 59,000 60,104 2,950 3,005 55- 5,900 6,010 110- 8,850 9,016 166- 8,850 9,016 166- 14,750 15,026 276- 14,750 15,026 276- 2,950 3,005 55- - - - - 59,000 60,104 1,104-
Travel & Meals 55,000 40,353 2,750 2,018 732 11,000 8,071 2,929 8,250 6,053 2,197 5,500 4,035 1,465 5,500 4,035 1,465 8,250 6,053 2,197 13,750 10,089 3,661 - - - - 55,000 40,353 14,647
Donations 5,000 3,750 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 1,000 750 250 - - - - 2,000 1,500 500 - - - - - - 5,000 3,750 1,250
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total Revenue 498,705 540,274 17,500 58,727 (41,227) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 481,205 481,547 (342) 498,705 540,274 (41,569)
Total Expense 498,705 460,406 86,163 95,571 (9,409) 85,028 78,212 6,817 55,035 52,175 2,860 29,878 26,793 3,084 42,713 38,847 3,866 48,528 43,607 4,921 91,828 68,401 23,427 21,705 20,055 1,650 37,830 36,746 1,084 498,705 460,407 38,298
Net - (68,663) (36,844) (31,818) (85,028) (78,212) (6,817) (55,035) (52,175) (2,860) (29,878) (26,793) (3,084) (42,713) (38,847) (3,866) (48,528) (43,607) (4,921) (91,828) (68,401) (23,427) (21,705) (20,055) (1,650) 443,375 444,801 (1,426) - 79,867 (79,867)

0 0 TotalSustainability - Environmental Sustainability - Socially 
Sustainable Industry

Sustainability - Profitable 
Members Association Governance Funding

Consumer Confidence/Positive 
Image/Increase Chicken 

Consumption
Stakeholder Relations - Growers Stakeholder Relations - 

Processors/Allied Trades
Stakeholder Relations - 

Government
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

The management of BC Chicken Growers' Association is responsible for preparing the financial
statements, the notes to the financial statements and other financial information contained in this annual
report.

Management prepares the financial statements in accordance with Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles. The financial statements are considered by management to present fairly the
management's financial position and results of operations.

The organization, in fulfilling its responsibilities, has developed and maintains a system of internal
accounting controls designed to provide reasonable assurance that management assets are safeguarded
from loss or unauthorized use, and that the records are reliable for preparing the financial statements.

The financial statements have been reported on by CRKG LLP, Certified General Accountants, the
shareholders' auditors. Their report outlines the scope of their examination and their opinion on the
financial statements.

Ravi Bathe, President
February 5, 2015
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Members of 
BC Chicken Growers' Association

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of BC Chicken Growers' Association, which
comprise the statement of financial position as at December 31, 2014, and the statements of operations,
changes in net assets and cash flow for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory information.

Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal
control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.
In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the organization's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the organization's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of BC
Chicken Growers' Association as at December 31, 2014, and the results of its operations and its cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit
organizations.

Abbotsford, BC
February 5, 2015 CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS

J .T. Cazander, CPA, CGA *
Peter Ronda, CPA, CGA *
Joe Kerkhoff, CPA, CGA *
R. Scott Groenwold, CPA, CGA*
*Practicing through a professional corporation
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Statement 1
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
December 31

2014 2013

ASSETS

Current
Cash $ 22,140 $ 57,170
Term deposits (Note 13) 150,000 150,000
Accounts receivable 716 2,105
Inventory (Note 4) 14,683 7,219
Prepaid expenses 4,027 1,165
GST receivable 139 6,689

191,705 224,348

Investment (Note 5) 50,001 -

Capital assets (Note 6) 280,890 286,884

$ 522,596 $ 511,232

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Current
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 9,242 $ 65,964
Prepaid grant (Note 7) 13,037 14,662

22,279 80,626

Fund balances 500,317 430,606

$ 522,596 $ 511,232

APPROVED:

  Director

  Director

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these statements
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Statement 2
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS
Year ended December 31

2014 2013

Revenues
British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board (Note 8) $ 421,205 $ 440,005
Miscellaneous income 1,660 1,646

422,865 441,651

Expenditures
Advertising and promotion 8,927 1,108
Amortization 679 230
Annual picnic, dances and dinners 22,225 19,709
BC Poultry Association (Note 9) 60,104 64,772
Bank charges 80 65
Conferences and seminars 1,676 7,128
Directors remuneration 135,619 147,306
Donations 3,750 4,860
Meetings and refreshments 3,784 3,341
Memberships, dues and subscriptions 91 3,607
Office 3,119 2,942
Professional fees (Note 10) 26,712 8,659
Secretaries honoraria 63,341 61,074
Telephone and utilities 1,226 1,625
Travel and meals 40,353 51,016

371,686 377,442

Excess of revenues over expenditures from operations 51,179 64,209

Other income (loss)
Loss on sale of capital assets - (1,661)
Rental income, Schedule 1 34,364 30,893
Poultry in Motion Educational Mini Barns, Schedule 2 (14,514) (31,535)
BC Agriculture Council 1,300 -
British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board (Note 13) (2,618) (57,502)

18,532 (59,805)

Excess of revenues over expenditures for year $ 69,711 $ 4,404

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these statements
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Statement 3
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
Year ended December 31

Invested in
Capital Assets unrestricted

Total
2014

Total
2013

Balance, beginning of year $ 286,884 $ 143,722 $ 430,606 $ 426,202

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over
expenditures (5,994) 75,705 69,711 4,404

Balance, end of year $ 280,890 $ 219,427 $ 500,317 $ 430,606

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these statements
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Statement 4
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
Year ended December 31

2014 2013

Operating
Excess of revenues over expenditures for the year $ 69,711 $ 4,404
Items not affecting cash

Amortization 10,159 10,119
Loss on sale of capital assets - 1,661

79,870 16,184
Changes in working capital accounts

Accounts receivable 1,389 (2,105)
Inventory (7,464) (7,219)
Prepaid expenses (2,862) 484
GST receivable 6,550 (6,639)
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities (56,724) 10,967
Prepaid grant (1,625) (19,838)

19,134 (8,166)

Investing
Purchase of investment (50,001) -
Purchase of capital assets (4,163) (4,848)
Proceeds on disposal of capital assets - 2,014

(54,164) (2,834)

Decrease in cash resources (35,030) (11,000)

Cash resources, beginning of year 207,170 218,170

Cash resources, end of year $ 172,140 $ 207,170

Cash resources consists of:
Cash $ 22,140 $ 57,170
Term deposits (Note 13) 150,000 150,000

$ 172,140 $ 207,170

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these statements
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BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2014

1. Incorporation and nature of business

BC Chicken Growers' Association was incorporated under the Society Act of British Columbia to
unite the commercial chicken growers in working for the betterment of the chicken industry and
to act as a liaison between chicken growers and marketing boards, industry and government.

2. Accounting policies

The Association applies the Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit enterprises.

Financial statement presentation

These financial statements are restricted in scope and contain a representation only of the
financial activities pertaining to the British Columbia Chicken Growers Association.

Inventory

Inventory, which consists of "give away" items for the Poultry in Motion trailers, is realized at
the lower of cost or net replacement value.  Cost is determined using the First-in First-out
method.

Investments

The association follows the cost method of reporting long-term investments.  If there is an other
than temporary decline in value, these investments are written down to provide for the loss

Capital assets

Capital assets are recorded at cost.  The Association provides for amortization using the declining
balance method at rates designed to amortize the cost of the capital assets over their estimated
useful lives.  The annual amortization rates are as follows:

Buildings 4%
Poultry in Motion Educational Mini
Barns 10%
Furniture and fixtures 20%
Computer equipment 30%
Educational video 10%

Income taxes

The Association is registered as a not-for-profit agricultural organization under the Society Act of
British Columbia, and as such is exempt from income taxes pursuant to Subsection 149(1)(e) of
the Income Tax Act.
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BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2014

2. Accounting policies (continued from previous page)

Measurement uncertainty

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Canadian accounting standards for
not-for-profit organizations requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosures of contingent liabilities at the date of
the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenue and expenses during the reported
period.  Actual results could differ from those estimates.

3. Financial instruments

Transactions in financial instruments may result in an entity assuming or transferring to another
party one or more of the financial risks described below. The required disclosures provide
information that assists users of financial statements in assessing the extent of risk related to
financial instruments.

(a) Fair value
The fair value of current financial assets and current financial liabilities approximates their
carrying value due to their short-term maturity dates.  The fair value of long-term financial
liabilities approximates their carrying value based on the presumption that the Association is
a going concern and thus expects to fully repay the outstanding amounts.

4. Inventory

2014 2013

Poultry in Motion Educational Mini Barns - teachers' guides and
promotional materials $ 14,683 $ 7,219

5. Investment

The Association, has invested in the newly formed BC Poultry Captive Insurance Company Inc.
The Association has purchased a 25% stake in this company which has been formed to provide
insurance to British Columbia poultry farmers in the event of an Avian Influenza outbreak in
British Columbia. The BC Poultry Captive Insurance Company Inc is waiting for final approval
from the BC Farm Industry Review Board to begin active operations. Management is confident
that this will be realized soon.
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BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2014

6. Capital assets

2014 2013

Cost
Accumulated
amortization Net Net

Land $ 100,277 $ - $ 100,277 $ 100,277
Buildings 243,417 104,629 138,788 144,571
Poultry in Motion Educational

Mini Barns 51,854 15,600 36,254 35,787
Furniture and fixtures 6,386 5,956 430 537
Computer equipment 4,783 4,005 778 864
Educational video 4,848 485 4,363 4,848

$ 411,565 $ 130,675 $ 280,890 $ 286,884

The Association has committed to producing a secondary school age educational video and
accompanying resource materials.  To assist with the development of this video and the
accompanying resource manuals, the Association has received two grants (see note 7). Presently
the production of the video and the development of the accompanying resource materials have
been completed. In 2013 the costs incurred to produce the video totaled $32,436 and management
estimated that $27,588 of the grant funds were available to cover those costs. During the 2014
year, another $1,500 was spent towards the development of the accompanying resources and
$250 was spent to purchase the DVD's; management determined that those costs were eligible to
be covered by the grant. The Association plans to introduce the Poultry in Motion Educational
Mini Barn Program to secondary schools in 2015.

7. Prepaid grant

On September 5, 2012 the Association received a grant for the production of the video from the
"Abbotsford Community Foundation - Agricultural Enhancements Grants Program" for  $34,500.

On November 30, 2012 the Association was approved for an additional grant by the Investment
Agriculture Foundation of British Columbia (IAF of BC) at a rate of 23.66% of eligible costs up
to a maximum of $15,500. On March 11, 2013, the Association received $7,750 of the grant and
the balance will be funded upon completion of the project and submission of the required
documentation.  As management can not confirm that the Association will receive the balance of
the grant,  the total IAF of BC grant has not been recognized at this time.
These funds were received to assist in the production  of a secondary school age - educational
video. At present management estimates that it has used up approximately $29,213 of the $42,250
in funds that was received up to this point.  The balance will be applied, according to the
restrictions placed by each grant, to the development of the accompanying resource materials and
to alleviate some of the costs of the school visits where this video will be shown.
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BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2014

8. Related party transactions 

During the year, the Association received operating revenue of $421,205 (2013 - $440,005) and
rental revenue of $60,000 (2013 - $57,000) from the British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board.
These transactions were in the normal course of operations and were measured at the exchange
amount, which was the amount of consideration established and agreed upon by the related
parties.

9. BC Poultry Association

During the year, the Association paid fees to the BC Poultry Association, which represents the
feather groups in BC. The BC Poultry Association is keenly interested in the continued
development of the bio-security initiatives within the BC Poultry Industry. It will strengthen the
long term viability of the entire industry to further develop on farm strategies that will minimize
disease infections and encourage improved flock husbandry practices. The BC Poultry
Association also represents the four feather groups by taking a lead on common issues and one
voice as required from time to time, making for a more efficient and cost effective representation
of the industry.

10. Professional fees

Details of the professional fees are as follows:

2014 2013

Audit $ 5,585 $ 4,995
Legal 16,327 1,164
Consulting 4,800 2,500

$ 26,712 $ 8,659

11. Comparative figures

Certain comparative figures have been reclassified from those previously presented to conform to
the presentation of the 2014 financial statements.  These changes have not affected the prior years
net revenues over expenses.
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BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 2014

12. Poultry in Motion Educational Mini Barns Cost Sharing

The British Columbia Broiler Hatching Egg Producers' Association owns 20% of the Poultry in
Motion Educational Mini Barn and shares in 20% of the net operating costs of the trailer for each
calendar year. An invoice was issued on October 30, 2014 to the BC Broiler Hatching Egg
Producers Association for $2,369. This amount represents cost sharing of $4,798 less $2,429 for
per diem work and expenses that the BC Broiler Hatching Egg Producers Association paid
directly to its directors. The Poultry in Motion Educational Mini Barn II is owned 100% by the
Association and there is no cost sharing involved in its operating costs.

13. British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board

At the British Columbia Chicken Growers' Association Directors' meeting of February 11, 2015,
the directors passed a motion to return $2,618 plus GST of the 2014 operating surplus to the
British Columbia Chicken Marketing Board. The amount returned by the board is based on
leaving a contingency fund of $150,000 (term deposit) for extraordinary events that may occur in
the following fiscal year.

14. Economic dependence

The Association receives substantially all of its funding from the British Columbia Chicken
Marketing Board.
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Schedule 1
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
SCHEDULE OF RENTAL INCOME
Year ended December 31

2014 2013

Rental revenue $ 60,000 $ 57,000

Expenses
Amortization 5,783 6,024
Strata fees 10,205 10,205
Property taxes 9,648 9,878

25,636 26,107

Rental income $ 34,364 $ 30,893
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Schedule 2
BC CHICKEN GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
SCHEDULE OF POULTRY IN MOTION EDUCATIONAL MINI BARNS
Year ended December 31

2014 2013

Revenue
Operating revenue $ 16,804 $ 19,865
Cost sharing (Note 12) 4,798 8,621
Operating grants 37,125 12,320

58,727 40,806

Expenditures
Amortization 3,696 3,866
Attendants' remuneration 21,525 25,627
PIM coordinator's honorarium 24,990 24,635
Insurance 1,827 2,000
Operating 21,203 16,213

73,241 72,341

Poultry in Motion Educational Mini Barns losses $ (14,514) $ (31,535)
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Tea-Smoked Chicken
Turn your barbeque into a backyard smoker by 
following a few simple steps and pre-cooking the 
chicken in the oven first.

Ingredients:
3 1/2 lb (1.6 kg) whole chicken, cut into 8 pieces
or 4 chicken thighs and 4 drums

Marinade:
1/2 cup (125 mL) dry sherry
1/4 cup (60 mL) grated fresh ginger
6 green onions
2 tbsp (30 mL) brown sugar
1 tsp (5 mL) EACH salt and pepper
1 tsp (5 mL) Chinese 5 spice powder (optional)

Tea-smoking packet:
1/2 cup (125 mL) green or black loose tea leaves (or 
from opening tea bags)
1 1/2 cup (375 mL) packed brown sugar
1/2 cup (125 mL) raw rice
2 cinnamon sticks, cracked
12 “ X 12”/ 30 cm X30 cm heavy duty aluminum foil

See front cover for picture

To precook chicken before smoking
Combine the marinade ingredients in a large bowl and add the chicken 
pieces to coat. Cover and chill for at least 6 hours, turning occasionally.

Preheat the oven to 350F. Drain the chicken from the marinade and 
arrange in a layer in a large roasting pan and cover with a lid or foil. Bake 
for 20- 25 minutes or until juice run clear when pierced. Discard juices. 
(Can be made 1 day ahead to this point, and refrigerated.)

To prepare tea-smoking packet
Arrange the tea, sugar, rice and cinnamon onto 1/2 of the foil. Fold 
together the edges to form a 10” X 12”/ 25cm X 30 cm packet. Poke 6 or 
8 holes in the upper surface of the packet with a sharp knife.

To smoke chicken
Preheat a gas barbeque on high. Place the precooked chicken onto one 
side and turn the heat off under that side. Place the tea-smoking packet 
onto the other side, turning the heat down to medium.

Close the lid and smoke the chicken (without peeking) for 25 minutes. 
Open the lid and turn the chicken pieces. Close lid and continue 
cooking (without peeking) for 20 more minutes.

Serve hot or cold


